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Abstract
Copper arsenite CuAs2O4 and Copper antimonite CuSb2O4 are S=1/2 (Cu
2+
3d9 electronic conguration) quasi-one-dimensional quantum spin-chain compounds.
Both compounds crystallize with tetragonal structures containing edge sharing CuO6
octahedra chains which experience Jahn-Teller distortions. The basal planes of the
octahedra link together to form CuO2 ribbon-chains which harbor Cu
2+ spin-chains.
These compounds are magnetically frustrated with competing nearest-neighbour and
next-nearest-neighbour intrachain spin-exchange interactions. Despite the similarities
between CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4, they exhibit very dierent magnetic properties. In
this thesis work, the physical properties of CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4 are investigated
using a variety of experimental techniques which include x-ray diraction, magnetic
susceptibility measurements, heat capacity measurements, Raman spectroscopy, elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance, neutron diraction, and dielectric capacitance measure-
ments.
CuAs2O4 exhibits dominant ferromagnetic nearest-neighbour and weaker antifer-
romagnetic next-nearest-neighbour intrachain spin-exchange interactions. The ratio
of the intrachain interactions amounts to Jnn/Jnnn  -4.1. CuAs2O4 was found to or-
der with a ferromagnetic groundstate below TC  7.4 K. An extensive physical char-
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acterization of the magnetic and structural properties of CuAs2O4 was carried out.
Under the eect of hydrostatic pressure, CuAs2O4 was found to undergo a structural
phase transition at  9 GPa to a new spin-chain structure. The structural phase
transition is accompanied by a severe alteration of the magnetic properties. The
high-pressure phase exhibits dominant ferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbour spin-
exchange interactions and weaker ferromagnetic nearest-neighbour interactions. The
ratio of the intrachain interactions in the high-pressure phase was found to be Jnn/Jnnn 
0.3. Structural and magnetic characterizations under hydrostatic pressure are re-
ported and a relationship between the structural and magnetic properties was estab-
lished.
CuSb2O4 orders antiferromagnetically below TN  1.8 K with an incommensurate
helicoidal magnetic structure. CuSb2O4 is characterized by ferromagnetic nearest-
neighbour and antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbour spin-exchange interactions
with Jnn/Jnnn  -1.8. A (H, T ) magnetic phase diagram was constructed using low-
temperature magnetization and heat capacity measurements. The resulting phase
diagram contains multiple phases as a consequence of the strong intrachain mag-
netic frustration. Indications of ferroelectricity were observed in the incommensurate
antiferromagnetic phase.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1
1
Introduction
Low-dimensional magnetic materials are a matter of continuous interest for many
reasons. Of particular interest is their ability to realize a variety of exotic quantum
groundstates. Furthermore, they are highly amenable to theoretical models and in
some cases even t exact analytical solutions. The importance of dimensionality in
magnetism was rst encountered by Ernst Ising in 1925 with his theoretical work
on a one-dimensional chain of magnetic moments.[1] To his own surprise, Ising con-
cluded that no long-range ordered state was possible in such a system for T > 0 K
(T represents temperature). Subsequently, it was found that low-dimensionality can
give rise to many physical phenomena which cannot be observed in three-dimensions.
As proposed by Mermin and Wagner, the lack of long-range order at nite temper-
atures, even for T ! 0 K, is an important characteristic of some low-dimensional
magnetic systems.[2] The absence of long-range magnetic ordering allows for the de-
velopment of unconventional quantum groundstates in many systems. Although many
low-dimensional compounds do experimentally show long-range order below a criti-
cal temperature since they are three-dimensional compounds, they still exhibit low-
dimensional characteristics. A few particularly interesting one-dimensional magnetic
phenomena are spinons in a S=1/2 Heisenberg chain[3], Haldane gaps in integer-spin
chains[4, 5], and spin-Peierls distortions in S=1/2 antiferromagnetic chain systems[6{
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8].
Experimental realizations of one-dimensional systems known as "spin-chains" are
compounds characterized by a linear arrangement of magnetic ions within a three-
dimensional crystal lattice. Neighbouring chains of magnetic ions have a sucient
distance between them such that they are nearly magnetically decoupled and con-
stitute a quasi-one-dimensional chain. Due to small interchain interactions, no ideal
one-dimensional magnetic system can be physically realized this way. However, many
spin-chain materials exhibit spin-exchange interactions with Jinterchain << Jintrachain
which enables investigations on good approximations of one-dimensional magnetic
phenomena.
Despite being quasi -one-dimensional, many spin-chain compounds have been ex-
perimentally found to follow one-dimensional theoretical predictions well. For ex-
ample, in the 1970s there was a great deal of interest in spin-Peierls transitions, a
magnetic analog to the electronic Peierls transition of a one-dimensional crystal.[6{8]
In 1975, the rst experimental evidence of a spin-Peierls transition was reported for a
few organic compounds.[9] In 1993, the rst inorganic spin-Peierls material, CuGeO3,
was reported.[10] This transition only occurs in S=1/2 antiferromagnetic chains that
have a spin-phonon coupling which dominates any interchain interactions. A magne-
toelastic dimerization occurs which separates the spin-chains into singlet spin-pairs,
each with S=0, leading to a non-magnetic groundstate and a nite energy gap to a
magnetic excited state. To date, there are only a hand full of known materials which
exhibit a spin-Peierls transition.
In the 1980s, Haldane established the principal dierence between one-dimensional
chains of integer and half-integer spins.[4, 5] Haldane predicted that a S=1, 2, 3,...
antiferromagnetic chain groundstate would develop an energy gap at q=0, referred
to as a "Haldane Gap". Only a few compounds have experimentally realized the
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Haldane groundstate, many of these compounds contain Ni2+ (S=1) magnetic ions.
Some examples are CsNiCl3[11, 12], Y2BaNiO5[13, 14], and RbNiCl3[15, 16].
In 1981, Faddeev and Takhtajan revealed the spinon nature of the magnetic ex-
citation of a S=1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain.[3] Using the Bethe-Ansatz
exact solution as a starting point, they argued that a spinon is a S=1/2 excitation as
compared to the general S=1 magnon excitation.[3, 17] Spinons are created in pairs
and are essentially propagating domain walls which create a 180 phase ip. Thus,
the excitation spectrum of a spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain constitutes
a continuum of non-interacting pairs of spinons.[18] Experimentally, these excitations
have been observed using inelastic neutron scattering on a number of compounds
including KCuF3[19, 20], CuGeO3[21, 22], and LiCuVO4[23].
Lately, there has been a great deal of interest in one-dimensional systems which
contain CuX2 (X = O, Cl, Br) ribbon-chains with competing intrachain spin-exchange
interactions. The ribbon-chains in such compounds may constitute quasi-one-dimensional
magnetic chains with competing nearest- and next-nearest-neighbour intrachain in-
teractions. The magnetic frustration may lead to unusual magnetic groundstates,
for example, an antiferromagnetic incommensurate helicoidal ordering.[24{27] Com-
pounds in which this has been observed are LiCuVO4[28, 29], CuBr2[30], CuCl2[31],
LiCu2O2[32, 33], PbCu(OH)2SO4[34, 35], and NaCu2O2[36, 37]. Sometimes the in-
commensurate antiferromagnetic ordering is accompanied with magnetoelastic dis-
tortions which may induce ferroelectric ordering across the ribbon-chains.[38] To
date, this eect has been experimentally reported in only a few compounds including
LiCuVO4[39], CuBr2[30], CuCl2[40], and LiCu2O2[33].
Compounds which contain CuX2 ribbon-chains are essential because they allow
for investigations into the interplay of one-dimensionality and magnetic frustration.
Multiferroicity is a highly sought after physical phenomenon which has great potential
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for application in elds such as computer memory storage. It would allow for the
switching of a memory bit to be achieved using an electric eld rather than a magnetic
eld. Developing the fundamental knowledge around the processes giving rise to
multiferroicity will allow for a clearer picture of what to search for in new naturally
occurring minerals or how to articially engineer them (such as multi-layer thin-lms).
In this thesis, I investigate the quasi-one-dimensional cuprate systems CuAs2O4
and CuSb2O4. Physical characterizations of these systems are studied with a fo-
cus on the magnetic and structural properties. Correlations between the structural
characteristics of the spin-chain distortions and the quasi-one-dimensional magnetic
behaviour are examined. Both systems contain CuO2 ribbon-chains in their crystal
structures with Jahn-Teller distortions and competing intrachain spin-exchange in-
teractions. CuAs2O4 is found to exhibit a ferromagnetic groundstate in proximity to
a quantum critical point. With the application of external pressure, I investigate how
this groundstate is altered. CuSb2O4 exhibits an incommensurate antiferromagnetic
groundstate with helicodial ordering. Indications of induced ferroelectricity in the
magnetic groundstate were observed.
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2
Magnetism in One-Dimensional Cuprates
Cuprates make up many of the one-dimensional compounds known to date. The
Cu2+ ion, 3d9 electronic conguration with one spin-hole in the 3d shell, constitutes
an almost ideal S=1/2 magnetic ion. Generally, the Cu2+ ions in such compounds in-
teract via super-exchange interactions through mediating O2  ions. Low-dimensional
magnetism in the cuprate family notably came into focus through high-TC super-
conductors; however, low-dimensional cuprates have a large variety of interesting
properties to oer. In this chapter, I will briey review fundamental concepts of mag-
netism relevant to this thesis work and then describe how one-dimensional cuprates
are formed in nature.
2.1 Long-Range Magnetic Ordering
In an atom with an open electron shell, the unpaired electrons carry a net mag-
netic moment due to their intrinsic spin and angular orbital momenta. Exchange
interactions between magnetic moments is a consequence of the Coulomb repulsion
and the requirement for an antisymmetric wavefunction arising from the Pauli ex-
clusion principle. Hence, exchange interactions and long-range magnetic ordering are
quantum mechanical phenomena. When all the magnetic moments in a magnetic
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compound reach an equilibrium orientation, the system is said to be in a long-range
ordered state. Long-range magnetic order is a result of broken symmetry since a
paramagnetic disordered system with randomly uctuating magnetic moments will
have rotational invariance. Additional consequences of broken symmetry are phase
rigidity and the formation of well-dened excitations.[41] Phase rigidity implies that
the system has an energetic preference to maintain its current state. Symmetry does
not gradually change, it is either present or absent with no in-between state. Thus,
phase-transitions are sharp abrupt changes between ordered (broken-symmetry) and
disordered (high-symmetry) states which can be experimentally observed.[41] Long-
range magnetic ordering can be observed by the formation of a macroscopic magne-
tization in a sample. Another method of investigating long-range magnetic order is
through magnetic excitations. Magnetic excitations (magnons or spinons) are anal-
ogous to phonons in a crystal lattice; they are the quantized disturbance waves in
magnetically ordered systems.
It is a common characteristic of low-dimensional magnetic systems to exhibit
short-range magnetic correlations, commonly referred to as "short-range order".[42{
45] In a short-range ordered system, the correlations of the magnetic moments do
not extend over the entire crystal but are conned to a smaller average temperature
dependent correlation volume. Eects from short-range magnetic ordering experi-
mentally show up as characteristic phenomena. For example, common experimental
observations are broad maxima ('humps') in the magnetic susceptibility and heat
capacity measurements.[42{45]
A magnetic compound can be described by the magnetic lattice dimensionality, d,
and the spin-model (or spin dimensionality), d. The magnetic lattice dimensionality
is related to the crystallographic structure and describes whether the magnetic lattice
can be represented by chains (d = 1), planes (d=2), or a network (d=3). The spin-
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model describes the anisotropy experienced by the magnetic moments. The Ising
model describes magnetic moments which are conned to align either up or down
along one direction (d=1). The XY-model describes magnetic moments which are
conned to orient within a plane with no perpendicular component (d=2). The
Heisenberg-model describes isotropic magnetic moments (d=3). Long-range magnetic
ordering is generally a three-dimensional eect, however, for low-lattice-dimensions
(d = 1,2), it is inuenced by the spin-model of the system. In three-dimensions at
nite temperatures, long-range magnetic ordering is possible for all spin-models. In
two-dimensions, long-range magnetic ordering is not possible at nite temperatures
for both the Heisenberg and XY spin-models with nite range interactions. In a few
Ising model cases, a phase transition is possible with an exact solution; some examples
are the Onsager solution for a square lattice[46], and the exact solutions for triangular
and honeycomb lattices[47]. In one-dimension, no long-range magnetically ordered
groundstate is possible for any spin-model. Thus, short-range ordering eects may
dominate the experimental observations.[42{45]
2.1.1 Ferromagnetism
The dening property of a ferromagnetic (FM) ordered state is the existence of
a spontaneous magnetization for T < Tc (the Curie temperature). Spontaneous
magnetization is due to a parallel alignment of magnetic moments in the absence of a
magnetic eld. In the presence of an applied magnetic eld for T < Tc, the magnetic
moments tend to align along the eld lines and remain in this state even after the
eld is removed. For T > Tc, thermal uctuations will destroy the magnetically
ordered state resulting in a paramagnetic phase. Generally, a ferromagnet can be
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well described by the following Hamiltonian,
H^ =  
X
ij
Jxxij S^i
x  S^jx + Jyyij S^i
y  S^jy + Jzzij S^i
z  S^jz   gB
X
i
S^i  ~H; (2.1)
where JDDij ( > 0) is the exchange integral between spin i and spin j in the D-direction.
The second sum in the Hamiltonian describes the contribution from an applied mag-
netic eld, ~H. In many compounds, not only are nearest-neighbouring (NN) spin
interactions important, but the next-nearest-neighbour (NNN) and sometimes even
further neighbour spin-exchange interactions are signicant.
2.1.2 Antiferromagnetism
In an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordered state, T < TN (the Neel temperature),
neighbouring magnetic moments tend to align antiparallel, for T > TN the system
transitions to a paramagnetic state. Generally, the Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.1 can be
used to describe an antiferromagnet with Jij < 0. An antiferromagnetic system is
sensitive to the direction and strength of an applied magnetic eld. If a relatively
weak eld is applied parallel to a particular moment, its neighbours will both be
antiparallel to the eld, thus, it is no longer energetically favorable (nor unfavorable)
for the moments to align along the eld.[41]
Antiferromagnetic systems can undergo two dierent eld induced transitions
which can be described by the interplay of internal and external elds. The internal
exchange eld Hexch represents the eective strength of the magnetic exchange inter-
actions between magnetic moments. The internal anisotropy eld Hani represents the
eective strength of the magnetic easy-axis. The external applied eldHapp represents
the magnitude of a laboratory applied magnetic eld. A "spin-ip" transition occurs
when the applied magnetic eld is strong enough to overcome the antiferromagnetic
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coupling (Happ > Hexch) and "ip" the spins to a ferromagnetic-like orientation. A
"spin-op" transition occurs when an applied eld is strong enough to overcome the
internal anisotropy elds of the crystal structure but not stronger than the exchange
eld such that antiferromagnetic order is maintained (Hexch > Happ > Hani). All the
spins will rotate ("op") out of the easy-axis direction such that they are perpendic-
ular to the eld. As the applied eld is increased further, all the moments tilt slightly
along the eld resulting in an overall magnetization until the applied eld overcomes
the exchange eld (spin-ip), see Figure 2.1.
H
(T
)
T (K)
Hflop
Hflip
T
N
Happ
Figure 2.1: Spin Transitions. A (T , H) diagram depicting a spin-op transition
at Hop and a spin-ip transition at Hip. The magnetic alignment is
represented by two arrows for each phase with respect to the applied
eld.
Antiferromagnetism is somewhat more diverse than ferromagnetism due to the
large variety of ordering, excitations, and groundstates. Antiferromagnetism can lead
to phenomena such as ferrimagnetism or incommensurate ordering, and can exhibit
exotic excitations such as spinons. In one-dimension, antiferromagnetic ordering can
lead to groundstates with Haldane gaps or spin-Peierls distortions.
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2.1.3 Magnetic Frustration
In a magnetically frustrated system, competing interactions result in a situation
where not every spin-exchange interaction can be completely satised. Magnetic
frustration can arise from the geometry of the system, e.g., an AFM triangle (Figure
2.2 a), or from competing interactions between multiple neighbours (usually in one-
and two-dimensional compounds), e.g., FM-NN interactions and AFM-NNN inter-
actions in a spin-chain (Figure 2.2 b). Magnetic frustration in spin-chain systems
from competing NN and NNN intrachain interactions can lead to complex ground-
states such as helicoidal incommensurate ordering which has the potential to induce
multiferroicity.[27, 38] Multiferroic compounds show ferroic order in multiple order
parameters, such as magnetic, electric, or structural.
a) b)
Figure 2.2: Magnetic Frustration. Two situations where magnetic frustration may
occur: a) Geometric frustration in an antiferromagnetic triangle and
b) competing FM-NN and AFM-NNN interactions in a one-dimensional
chain.
2.1.4 Super-Exchange Interactions
The simplest interaction between two magnetic ions is a direct exchange. However,
this requires a direct overlap of the electron wavefunctions which is not normally
present in insulating materials relevant to this work. In cuprate spin-chain materials
investigated in this thesis, the magnetic ions (Cu2+) are separated by diamagnetic
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anions (O2 ). The interactions between neighbouring moments is thus mediated by
the intermediate anion. Exchange via an intermediate anion is known as a super-
exchange interaction. This indirect interaction can act over a long-range compared to
the direct interaction and is the dominant source of long-range ordering in most non-
itinerant magnetic materials. Super-exchange interactions require hybridization of
the magnetic d-orbitals with the non-magnetic p-orbitals of the intermediate anions.
The unpaired electron of the d-orbital hops to the p-orbital while one electron from the
p-orbital simultaneously hops to the next d-orbital, see Figure 2.3. The details, sign,
and strength of the interaction are strongly dependent on the geometry of the d p d
hybridization, i.e., the super-exchange depends on the distances and angles between
the participating ions.[48{50] Additionally, higher-lying orbitals may contribute to
the exchange.
The range of a super-exchange interaction can extend beyond nearest-neighbour
ions, however, super-exchange still falls o rapidly with distance.[51] In the case of
next-nearest neigbouring moments, the exchange interactions occurs over two anions
(Cu-O-O-Cu). This is sometimes referred to as a super-super-exchange. As commonly
found in spin-chain systems, the NN cation-anion-cation angle is near 90 resulting
in a small super-exchange interaction which is comparable in magnitude to the NNN
interactions.[48{50] Such situations can exhibit a strong competition between NN and
NNN interactions leading to large magnetic frustration.
2.2 Environmental Inuence on Magnetic Ions
2.2.1 Crystal Electric Field
The crystal electric eld, generated by the electric charges of surrounding ions, in
a magnetic system has two major eects; rstly, the 2L + 1 degeneracy of a given
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Figure 2.3: Super-Exchange Interaction. A representation of a 90 oriented Cu-
O-Cu super-exchange interaction. The magnetic dx2 y2 orbitals are the
open Cu2+ orbitals. The Px and Py orbitals are the participating O
2 
anion orbitals.
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orbital angular momentum L is split; secondly, the spin momentum and angular
momentum become partly decoupled.[52] An isolated transition metal ion (e.g Cu2+)
will have a ve-fold degeneracy of the 3d levels. Once the transition metal ion is
exposed to a crystal electric eld originating from its neighbouring ions, the ve-fold
degeneracy is lifted. The details of the splitting are dependent on the symmetry of
the crystal environment and the number of d electrons of the ion. For an octahedral
environment, the ve-fold degeneracy is split into a three-fold degenerate level, the t2g
triplet, and a two-fold degenerate level, the eg doublet, separated by an energy gap
E (conventionally E is named 10Dq), see Figure 2.4. For Cu2+, E is typically
on the order of 20 000 cm 1. The t2g triplet is lowered in energy from the ve-fold
degenerate state by 40% of E and the eg doublet is raised in energy from the vefold-
degenerate state by 60% of E. The crystal eld splitting gap, E, determines the
physical colour of many insulating materials because E is on the magnitude order
of visible light. Most Cu2+ materials appear blue-green because E  650 nm (red
light).
The second signicant eect of the crystal electric eld is a quenching of the orbital
angular momentum. This applies mainly to d-transition metal ions because the d-
shells are the outer most electron shell and are in no way shielded from the crystal
electric eld which is the case for rare earth metals.[52] In the case of a 3d transition
metal ion, orbital angular momentum quenching occurs because the inuence of the
crystal electric eld on the outer d electrons is larger than the spin-orbit coupling. The
crystal electric eld constitutes a non-central Coulomb potential and consequently,
Lz is no longer a good quantum number.[52] The d electrons become "locked" and
L becomes quenched, in other words < L > = 0. As a result, the total magnetic
moment is purely determined by the spin moment. The degree of angular momentum
quenching is dependent on the crystal symmetry around the ion and the number of
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ΔE
Figure 2.4: Crystal Electric Field. The eect of the crystal electric eld on a 3d
ion in an octahedral environment. The degeneracy of the 2L+1 levels is
split. In this example of a 3d transition metal ion, L=2 and the ve-fold
free ion energy level is split into the t2g and eg energy levels. The crystal
electric eld here is generated by the ions surrounding the 3d ion in an
octahedral conguration.
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valence electrons in the d shell.
For the situation of interest in this work, the Cu2+ transition metal ion is coor-
dinated in an octahedral environment with a 3d9 valence shell. Although the orbital
angular momentum is quenched, the eect of spin-orbit coupling cannot be com-
pletely ignored. Perturbations from spin-orbit coupling are found for instance in the
electronic g-factor:
ge = g   f() (2.2)
where f() is linearly proportional to the spin-orbit coupling constant, . Generally,
the magnitude of  increases as one progresses through the transition metal series.[53]
The sign of  is positive for transition metal ions with less than half-lled shells, hence,
ge < g = 2. The spin-orbit constant is negative for transition metal ions with more
than half-lled shells, ge > g = 2.
2.2.2 Jahn-Teller Distortions
In addition to crystal eld splittings, a magnetic transition metal ion may also ex-
perience Jahn-Teller eects which induce a structural distortion in the local environment.[54]
Jahn-Teller eects arise from the degeneracy in either the t2g levels, eg levels, or a
combination of both. The Jahn-Teller distortion depends on the symmetry of the
local ion environment.
In the case of a magnetic Cu2+ ion with a 3d9 conguration, see Figure 2.5, there is
a single spin-hole in the eg doublet states which is degenerate with the d3r2 z2 and the
dx2 y2 states. If this 3d9 ion is coordinated in an O6 octahedron, for example, the local
octahedral environment experiences a tetragonal distortion such that the two apical
oxygens of the octahedron are pushed outwards, by convention in the z-direction. This
distortion lowers the Coulomb repulsion between the Cu2+ 3d3r2 z2 orbital and the
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2p orbitals of the O2  apical atoms. Hence, the 3d3r2 z2 is lowered in energy from its
degenerate state with the dx2 y2 level. Additionally, the tetragonal distortion causes
the dxz and dyz levels of the t2g triplet to drop in energy from a triple-degenerate state
to a double-degenerate state, leaving the dxy level non-degenerate. The magnitude of
the energy gap depends on the magnitude of the structural distortions which varies
from system to system.
Figure 2.5: Jahn-Teller Distortions. The eect of Jahn-Teller distortions on a
3d ion in an octaherdral conguration. The elongation along the axial
directions of the octahedron splits the degeneracy of the t2g and eg energy
levels. In this example, the central (solid black) atom is the Cu2+ ion (3d9)
and the ligand (empty white) atoms are O2  ions.
2.3 Realizations of Cu Spin-Chains
Quasi-one-dimensional spin-chains can be realized in crystals with magnetic mo-
ments which align in a linear fashion with strong spin-exchange interactions along
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the direction of propagation. In compounds pertaining to this work, the Cu2+ spin-
chains are located within CuO2 ribbon chains which are formed in the basal planes
of edge sharing CuO6 octahedra. The basal plane of a CuO6 octahedron consists of a
central Cu2+ ion with four O2  ions which are labeled as O(2). The two apical oxygen
ions of the octahedron are labeled as O(1). Figure 2.6 displays the crystal structure
of CuX2O4 (X = As, Sb), a typical Cu spin-chain crystal structure. In the crystal
structure, neighbouring CuO6 octahedra chains are connected by XO3 groups.
Figure 2.6: Spin-Chain Crystal Structure. A general crystal structure of a spin-
chain cuprate compound. The cyan spheres are Cu2+, the red spheres are
O2  and the white spheres are As3+ or Sb3+. The Jahn-Teller elongated
CuO6 octahedra are highlighted in green, the spin-chains are formed in
the linking basal planes of these octahedra.
When these chains are suciently far apart in the crystal structure, it is typi-
cally found that Jintra >> Jinter, where Jintra and Jinter are the intra- and interchain
interactions. In this scenario, the interchain interactions, which cannot be realisti-
cally avoided, only become signicant at low temperatures and source any long-range
ordered state. The signicant intrachain interactions are Cu-O(2)-Cu NN super-
exchange interactions and Cu-O(2)-O(2)-Cu NNN super-super-exchange interactions.
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Since the super-exchange interactions are sensitive to the geometry of the spin-chains,
often corrugation or distortion of the octahedra inuence the NN and NNN spin-
exchange interactions, Jnn and Jnnn. It is typically found that in cuprate spin-chain
compounds, the NN interactions are FM and the NNN interactions are AFM, both
of comparable magnitude. This leads to an inherent intrachain frustration which
adds severe complexity to the magnetic properties and can lead to unconventional
magnetic ground states.
2.4 S=1/2 Heisenberg Chain Magnetic Phase
Diagram
A T = 0 magnetic phase diagram for a one-dimensional S=1/2 Heisenberg chain
from coupled-cluster calculations of quantum many-body theory reported by R. Bur-
sill et al.[55] is shown in Figure 2.7. It is related to the spin-exchange ratio,  =
Jnn/Jnnn, with the Hamiltonian:
H^ =  Jnn
X
i
(S^i  S^i+1 +  1S^i  S^i+2) (2.3)
The phase diagram is mainly characterized by three regimes, Ferromagnetic, An-
tiferromagnetic, and Highly Frustrated. In the Ferromagnetic regime, the NN and
NNN super-exchange interactions are both ferromagnetic (positive) or the NN in-
teraction is ferromagnetic and much greater than the NNN interaction, regardless
of its sign. In the Antiferromagnetic regime, the NN super-exchange interaction is
antiferromagnetic (negative) and the NNN interaction is ferromagnetic or NN in-
teraction is antiferromagnetic and much greater than the NNN interaction, regard-
less of its sign. In the Highly Frustrated phase, the NNN spin-exchange interaction
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is antiferromagnetic, and comparable in magnitude to the NN interactions, which
leaves the system in a state which cannot simultaneously satisfy the NN and NNN
spin-exchange requirements.[56] Compounds which fall in the Frustrated phase of
the diagram exhibit the most unconventional magnetic behaviour, it is these com-
pounds which contain the prerequisites required for helicoidal ordering and potential
ferroelectricity.[26, 57]
AFM
Highly Frustrated
FM
Jnnn
Jnn
αFF = -4
αMG = 2 CuSb O2 4
CuAs O2 4
CuAs O
(11.5 GPa)
2 4
Figure 2.7: S=1/2 Heisenberg Chain Phase Diagram. Magnetic phase diagram
for a S=1/2 Heisenberg chain with NN and NNN spin-exchange inter-
actions based on  = Jnn / Jnnn constructed from the results reported
by Ref. [55]. Note: Negative J values indicate antiferromagnetic and
positive J values indicate ferromagnetic. The red arrows indicate the 
positions of CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4.
In the phase diagram, there are three points of signicant interest. Firstly, at the
boundary between the FM and Frustrated regimes is a quantum critical point, FF =
-4, where a rst-order phase transition occurs between ferromagnetic and frustrated
groundstates. Secondly, at the boundary between the AFM and Frustrated regimes is
the Majumdar-Ghosh quantum critical point MG = 2. At the the Majumdar-Ghosh
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point, MG, there is an exact groundstate solution,
H^MG =  Jnn
X
i
(S^i  S^i+1 + 1
2
S^i  S^i+2) (2.4)
for the groundstate which consists of dimerized singlets with a gapped rst excited
state.[58, 59] The third point of interest is along the negative x-axis with Jnnn = 0
and Jnn AFM. At this point, the groundstate is a spin-liquid.[26, 55, 57]
The phase diagram in Figure 2.7 was calculated for Heisenberg-type spin-chains.
Calculations for deviations from Heisenberg type models to XY-type models, which
can be accounted for with the parameter , have been reported by Hikihara et al.[57]
and Furukawa et al.[26]. A pure Heisenberg-type compound is represented by  =
1 and a pure XY-type compound is represented by = 0. Anything in between
can be expressed as 1 - . Typically for one-dimensional cuprate compounds,  &
0.95, nearly Heisenberg-type, the slight deviation can be attributed to spin-orbit
eects.[26, 57] However, for cuprate compounds in the Frustrated regime, the slight
deviation introducing a small XY anisotropy may force the Cu2+ moments to the
equatorial planes of the CuO6 octahedra.[26, 57]
By evaluating the NN and NNN spin-exchange constants, Jnn and Jnnn, of a spin-
chain cuprate, the groundstate phase diagram provides an estimation of the magnetic
behaviour and groundstate of the compound. Furthermore, if  is determined, a
more accurate estimation is possible.
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2.5 Super-Exchange Interactions in Cuprate
Spin-Chain Compounds
Historically, the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson (GKA) rules were a useful ap-
proach to characterize super-exchange interactions according to the atomic arrange-
ment within a magnetic system.[48{50] For super-exchange interactions in Cu2+ sys-
tems with a Cu-X-Cu bridging angle, where X is the intermediate anion, the GKA
rules propose a FM coupling for bridging angles close to 90 and an AFM coupling
elsewhere. A FM exchange is expected for bridging angles close to 90 where two anion
orbitals participate (Figure 2.3) and an AFM exchange is expected for an exchange
with only one participating anion orbital. Side group/ligands and structural distor-
tions may cause a deviation from a FM-AFM crossover angle of 90. Many factors
including higher-lying orbitals, direct exchange, geometry of the environment, and or-
bital degeneracies need to be considered. A number of DFT calculations based on the
GKA rules for Cu2+ compounds which include the inuence of side groups/ligands and
distortions have been performed. Some of these calculations have been reported by
Braden et al.[60] on the Cu-O-Cu system CuGeO3, and more recently by Lebernegg et
al.[61] on Cu-X-Cu, X = F, Cl, Br, systems, and also by Geertsma and Khomskii[62]
on general Cu-O-Cu systems. All three studies come to a similar conclusion, propos-
ing that the crossover angle, C, between FM and AFM coupling occurs between C
 95 - 98. Figure 2.8 displays the results of DFT calculations reported by Braden
et al.[60] describing the Cu-O-Cu coupling constant in CuGeO3 versus the bridging
angle. Experimentally, the crossover angle appears to be at C  95.5, see Figure
2.9, which agrees with the calculations. Depending on whether the Cu-O-Cu bonding
angle is above or below  95 in a particular compound can predict whether the inter-
action is FM or AFM. Furthermore, the closer the bonding angle is to the crossover
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Figure 2.8: Super-exchange versus Bridging Angle. Graph constructed from
the results reported by M. Braden et al., [60], depicting how the Cu-
O-Cu super-exchange interaction in CuGeO3 is aected by the bridging
angle for angles near 90.
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angle, the smaller its interaction becomes in magnitude.
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Figure 2.9:  versus Cu-O-Cu Bridging Angle. Summary of reported  =
Jnn/Jnnn values for cuprate spin-chain compounds versus their Cu-O-Cu
bridging angles (Jnnn AFM). The groundstate of each compound is listed
in parentheses (H = helicoidal, FM = ferromagnetic). The three com-
pounds with stars are found to exhibit ferroelectricity. The pressures
listed in purple pertain to CuAs2O4 under the application of pressure.
The compounds written in blue font are investigated further in this thesis
work. The dashed lines at MG and FM represent the Majumdar-Ghosh
and FM quantum critical points, respectively. References: CuGeO3[63],
CuCrO4[64], LiCuVO4[29], NaCu2O2[36], LiCu2O2[65], Li2CuO2[66],
PbCu(SO4)(OH)2[35], CuAs2O4[67]
Figure 2.9 displays a collection of reported Cu-O-Cu angles and  = Jnn/Jnnn
values for magnetically frustrated (Jnnn AFM) spin-chain cuprates. Near 90
, there is
a linear relationship between the Cu-O-Cu bridging angle and  = Jnn/Jnnn, with an
intercept C  95.5. Jnn is AFM for angles above C and FM for angles below C
in the linear regime near C. Apart from the comparatively large Jahn-Teller eect,
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smaller structural distortions reecting the bonding in the three-dimensional crystal
become important. The sensitivity of the spin-exchange with respect to the bridging
angle implies that secondary structural distortions signicantly aect the magnetic
properties of CuO2 ribbon-chain compounds. Additional structural alterations may
be introduced via external pressure and allow for an external tuning of the magnetic
properties.
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3
Experimental Methods
In this chapter, I will briey describe the experimental techniques used in this
thesis work with an account of the fundamental physics on which the experiment is
based.
3.1 X-ray Diraction
X-ray diraction experiments are a useful method for characterizing crystal struc-
tures. The incident x-ray beam is diracted by the electrons of the sample which
are localized around the ions allowing for the identication of atomic positions in the
sample. This measurement technique works by recording the Bragg diraction angles
and intensities of the x-ray beam which has been diracted by a sample crystal. The
incident x-rays are elastically scattered with an angle of 2 by Bragg planes, which are
separated by a distance d, and constructively interfere when their path length dier-
ence, 2dsin, is a multiple of the wavelength, . This phenomenon can be expressed
using Bragg's Law:
2dsin = n (3.1)
There is no energy transfer in elastic scattering but there is a momentum shift of
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the incident x-rays, k. For constructive interference to occur, the scattering vector
k must be equal to a reciprocal lattice vector. A geometric visualization, called
the Ewald sphere, can be constructed over the reciprocal lattice where the diraction
condition is satised when a circle (in two-dimensions) of radius k intersects two
reciprocal lattice points.
The measured x-ray diraction reections can be related to the unit cell dimen-
sions of the sample with the 2 angles at which they appear and the (hkl) indexing.
In the orthorhombic case, the following relation holds:
dhkl = =2sin() =

h2
a2
+
k2
b2
+
l2
c2
  1
2
(3.2)
The exact relationship between dhkl and the lattice parameters depends on the lattice
classication of the unit cell. The measured diraction pattern is indexed to a known
unit cell, usually accomplished with a least squares matching algorithm renement
software, where the dimensions and symmetry of the matched unit cell are known.
The atomic content of the unit cell is determined using the intensities of the Bragg
reections. The intensity of a Bragg reection can be approximated using the square
of the structure factor Fhkl:
Fhkl =
X
j
fjexp

  2i(hxj + kyj + lzj)

(3.3)
Where fj is the atomic form factor for the j
th atom which is dependent on the electron
density distribution of each atom.
All the symmetry operations of a lattice form a mathematical group called a space
group. This classication incorporates the lattice class (P , I, C, F , R) and the point-
group elements. Generally, numbers in a space group represent rotational symmetry,
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m represents a mirror reection symmetry, i represents inversion symmetry, and num-
bers with a bar represent rotational-inversion. There are 230 crystallographic space
groups which are used to represent the unit cell lattice classes and symmetries.
X-ray powder diraction measurements were carried out on two-circle STOE Stadi
P diractometers, see Figure 3.1. Both Cu K1 x-ray radiation ( = 1.54056 A) and
Mo K1 x-ray radiation ( = 0.70930 A) were used. Samples were ground and lled
into 0.2 - 0.3 mm diameter quartz capillaries and rotated to reduce texture eects.
Measurements were carried out for the appropriate 2 range in 0.01 angular incre-
ments with a typical time constant of 90 seconds. Analysis of the diraction patterns
were performed using Rietveld prole renements with FullProf Suite software.[68]
The Rietveld prole renement method is a common approach for analyzing
diraction data. The Rietveld method ts prole points of a particular structure
model to the entire diraction pattern rather than tting individual Bragg reec-
tions. A trial structure is inputed into the Renement software, a diraction pattern
is calculated for the trial structure, and a comparison to the measured pattern is
performed. The trial structure is modied by adjusting parameters such as atomic
positions, lattice parameters, thermal parameters, peak shape parameters, site occu-
pation, etc., until a best-t match is obtained. The Renement software uses a least
squares matching algorithm to determine the best-t match.
In certain cases, measured diraction patterns require data corrections. The most
common data corrections are the Lorentz correction, polarization correction, and
absorption correction. The Lorentz correction is related to osets from the geometry
of the collection mode, the polarization correction accounts for a partial polarization
of the x-ray beam upon reection from the sample, and an absorption correction
accounts for x-rays which have been absorbed rather than scattered.
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Figure 3.1: X-ray Diractometer. A schematic of the Mo-radiation STOE Stadi P
x-ray diractometer. In the Figure, (S) designates the sample capillary,
(R) the rotating sample holder, (B) the beam-stop, (D) the rotating 2
detector, and (N) the incident x-ray collimator.
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3.1.1 High-Pressure Synchrotron X-ray Diraction
For measurements which require higher precision or higher x-ray intensities, syn-
chrotron radiation is used. Synchrotron radiation facilities accelerate electrons ra-
dially causing them to emit electromagnetic radiation over a broad spectrum at a
very high ux. In this thesis work, monochromatic high intensity synchrotron ra-
diation was used to measure x-ray diraction on single-crystal samples mounted in
high-pressure diamond anvil cells. Experiments were performed at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) on the ID09A beamline.
For the application of pressure, a membrane-driven high-pressure cell following a
diamond anvil design was employed. The stainless steel gasket had an initial hole
diameter of 250 m and was pre-indented to a thickness of  80 m.[69] The sam-
ples were loaded into the pressure cell along with high-purity rubies to be used as
manometers and He gas as a pressure transmission medium. Pressures were measured
using a Ruby uorescence technique.[70]
Details of the synchrotron diraction setup are as follows. A monochromatic
synchrotron x-ray beam with  = 0.413 A (E  30 keV) was focused to a spot size of
15  10 m2. X-ray diraction intensities were collected using a Mar555 at-panel
detector with an ! rotation, an integrated step scan of 0.5o, and a counting time of
1 second per frame. In order to correct for variable diracting volumes as a function
of the ! position, frames were rescaled using the intensities of Friedel pairs. The
collected diraction data were processed and analyzed using CrysAlisPro-171.34.44,
SIR2011, Crystals and Jana2006 software packages.[71{74]
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3.2 Magnetic Susceptibility
The magnetization, ~M , of a material is dened as the sum of individual magnetic
moments, ~i = gB ~Si,
1 per unit volume, V .
~M =
gB
V
X
i
~Si (3.4)
Where g is the g-factor and B is the Bohr magneton. In terms of thermodynamics,
the isothermal magnetization is expressed as the rst derivative of the Helmholtz free
energy, F , with respect to the magnetic eld, H.
M =  

@F
@H

T;V
(3.5)
The magnetic susceptibility can be expressed as the second derivative of the Helmholtz
free energy with respect to eld,
 =  

@2F
@H2

T;V
=

@M
@H

T;V


M
H

T;V
(3.6)
In the case whenM is linearly related to the H, we can approximate  to be the ratio
of the two. This approximation is used when experimentally measuring the magnetic
susceptibility of a material and for this approximation to be valid, an applied magnetic
eld must be small, BH << kBT .
Magnetization measurements versus temperature and magnetic eld were car-
ried out on a commercial Quantum Design Magnetic Property Measurement Sys-
tem (MPMS). The MPMS uses a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(S.Q.U.I.D.) to perform very sensitive magnetic measurements.[75] The commercial
system allows for measurements in the temperature range of 1.8 to 400 K with the
1L has been taken to be 0 here, thus, J = S
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possible application of a magnetic eld up to 7 T. Typically, the sample is mounted
in a synthetic quartz tube composed of high purity diamagnetic quartz. The sample
is either glued to the center of the tube with a minute amount of diamagnetic fast-
drying varnish or, in the case of a powder, the quartz tube is sealed in the middle to
enclose the sample. To obtain a correct measurement of the sample magnetization, a
background measurement of the quartz tube was performed and subtracted from the
data.
The MPMS measures the magnetic response in electromagnetic units, emu, which
is the total magnetic moment. It is most convenient to express the data in CGS
units in which case emu ! cm3G and Oe ! G. The molar susceptibility can then be
calculated by
mol(T;H)[
cm3
mol
] =
(T;H)[cm3G]Mmol[ gmol ]
H[G]m[g] ; (3.7)
where (T;H) is the total magnetic moment measured by the MPMS, Mmol is the
Molar mass, H is the applied magnetic eld, andm is the mass of the sample. For eld
dependent measurements, the magnetization per Bohr magneton can be calculated
according to
M(T;H)[B] =
(T;H)[cm3G]Mmol[ gmol ]
B[cm3G] NA[ 1mol ]m[g]
(3.8)
where NA is Avogadro's number.
3.2.1 MPMS Extensions
Magnetic measurements under hydrostatic pressure were performed using a home-
built copper:beryllium (98%:2%) alloy cell, following the design of Refs. [76] and
[77]. The pressure cell, shown in Figure 3.2, was designed to be compatible with the
MPMS system. The cell applies hydrostatic pressure up to  7 GPa with ceramic
anvils and up to  10 GPa with diamond anvils. The maximum pressure also depends
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on the anvil cutlet size. The cell uses a copper:beryllium gasket,  0.4 mm thick,
as a sample holder providing a sample space of  0.03 mm3, see Figure 3.3. In
addition to the sample, the sample space is lled with silicon oil to act as a pressure
transmitting medium and a high purity (99.999%) Pb sphere to act as a manometer.
The applied pressure was determined from the superconducting critical temperature
of the Pb sphere.[78, 79] Two anvils, composed of either diamagnetic ceramic or
diamond, compress the sample gasket from either side to provide the pressure. Two
outer screw clamps are tightened to maintain the pressure in the cell.
Figure 3.2: MPMS Pressure Cell. A diamond anvil pressure cell compatible with
the MPMS measurement system. The cell is used in hydrostatic pressure
measurements of magnetic susceptibility and magnetization. The image
displays the outer Cu:Be screw clamps, the diamond anvils, and the Cu:Be
gasket to be used as a sample holder.
To reach temperatures below 1.8 K (the base temperature of the commercial sys-
tem), a home-built single-shot 3He cooling system was inserted into the inner MPMS
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Figure 3.3: Pressure Cell Gasket. The pre-indented Cu98:Be2 gasket resting on
a white ceramic anvil used in the MPMS compatible pressure cell. Di-
ameters listed from top to bottom are the sample space (0.353 mm), the
gasket (4.054 mm), and the ceramic anvil (4.804 mm). A (gray) piece of
high-purity lead is located inside the sample space.
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chamber.[80] The 3He cooling system contains a mini cryostat which replaces the gen-
eral MPMS sample rod. A exible outer-shell at the top of the 3He cryostat allows
for vertical movements enabling measurements by the MPMS. To operate the cooling
system below 1.8 K, 3He gas is lled into the single-shot cryostat and the MPMS
system is cooled as normal down to 1.8 K with 4He, this allows for the condensation
of the 3He gas. At 1.8 K the 3He is slowly pumped away with an absorption pump
causing an evaporation cooling eect inside the cryostat. At  800 mK, a turbo pump
is switched on increasing the pumping power and allowing for the system to reach a
temperature of  580 mK.
3.3 Heat Capacity
The molar heat capacity of a system is dened as the heat added or removed,
Q (J), to one mole of material, required to change the temperature of the material
by dT (K) under constant conditions. Starting with the internal energy at constant
volume, dU = TdS   pdV = Q:
CV (T ) =

@U
@T

V
=

@Q
@T

V
= T

@S
@T

V
=  T

@2F
@T 2

V
(3.9)
Standard heat capacity experiments maintain constant pressure, p, and not con-
stant volume. Cp is related to the Gibbs Free energy G and the change of enthalpy,
dH = T (dS)  V (dp) = Q:
Cp(T ) =

@H
@T

p
=

@Q
dT

p
= T

@S
@T

p
=  T

@2G
@T 2

p
(3.10)
In a rst approximation, the heat capacities at constant volume and at constant
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pressure are related by:
Cp(T )  CV (T ) + V T
2(T )
T
(3.11)
where (T ) is the volumetric coecient of thermal expansion and T is the isothermal
compressibility. However, for solids at suciently low temperatures Cp  CV is a very
good approximation since typically (T )  10 6 K 1.
Low temperature heat capacity measurements are particularly insightful towards
the phonon, magnetic and electronic behaviours of a material. In many cases, the
T ! 0 heat capacity can be expressed as a summation of contributions from the
conduction electrons, phonons, and magnons (for magnetically ordered compounds):
Cp(T ) = CElectronic + CPhonon + CMagnetic = T + bT
3 + cT
d
n (3.12)
Furthermore, in insulating systems, the Sommerfeld electronic contribution term can
be ignored,   0. For magnetic systems, d represents the dimensionality of the
crystal lattice and n is the exponent of the wave vector ~k in the magnetic dispersion
relation !(k). For a FM compound d
n
= 3
2
and for an AFM compound, d
n
= 3
1
.
As T ! 1, the heat capacity approaches the temperature independent Dulong-
Petit law, CV = 3NR, where N is the number of moles and R is the molar gas constant.
Heat capacity measurements were performed in a commercial Quantum Design
Physical Properties Measurement calorimeter System (PPMS). The system calculates
the heat capacity using a relaxation method and allows for measurements in the
temperature range of 0.3 K to 400 K with a magnetic eld up to 9 T.[81] A commercial
3He extension, similar to that of the MPMS, was used to reach temperatures down
to 300 mK. Samples were thermally anchored to the calorimeter platform using a
minute amount of Apiezon N grease. The heat capacity of the sample platform with
grease was determined in a preceding run and subtracted from the total heat capacity
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measurements. The PPMS measured heat capacity, Cm, can be normalized according
to:
Cp(T;H)[
J
molK
] = Cm(T;H)[
J
K
] Mmol[
g
mol
]
m[g]
 10 6[ J
J
] (3.13)
3.4 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a useful spectroscopy technique for
investigating systems with unpaired spins. The measurement works by splitting the
energy levels of a free electron using a magnetic eld (Zeeman splitting) while exposing
the sample to electromagnetic radiation perpendicular to the external eld. The
energy of a free electron in a magnetic eld is:
E = gBmsH (3.14)
with ms =
1
2
, 1
2
. In a typical EPR spectrometer, the magnetic eld is increased
continuously until the resonance condition is reached, the applied eld which satises
the resonance condition is called the resonance eld, Hres. At this point, the free
electron will absorb (or emit) a quantum of energy, h, and move to the higher
(or lower) energy level. The resonance condition can be described by the following
equation:
h = gBmsHres (3.15)
From this equation, the g-factor of the system can be determined. The g-factor of
a magnetic (3d) system contains information about its spin and angular momentum.
The g-factor is a very useful characteristic parameter in spin-chain systems which,
for example, can assist with tting the magnetic susceptibility data.
EPR measurements were carried out using a Bruker ER040XK X-band microwave
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spectrometer with a Bruker BE25 magnet and a BH15 eld controller calibrated
with Diphenylpicrylhydrazyl (DPPH). The measured spectra were collected with a
microwave radiation of 9.48 GHz in a temperature range of 2.5 K to 300 K. The EPR
spectra were well modeled by a eld derivative of a Lorentzian absorption resonance
line with a linewidth H. It was found necessary to take the resonances ! into
account when the linewidth became comparable to the resonance eld, H  Hres.
The equation used to t the spectra is as follows
dPabs
dH
/ d
dH
(
H + (H  Hres)
(H  Hres)2 +H2 +
H + (H +Hres)
(H +Hres)2 +H2
); (3.16)
where Pabs is the absorbed microwave power, H is the half-width at half-maximum
(HWHM), Hres is the resonance eld, and  measures the degree of admixture of dis-
persion to the signal. Additionally, a background oset and a linear variation of the
background signal with the eld were taken into account for the ts. From an indi-
vidual spectrum, the g-factor can be conveniently calculated using the experimental
parameters with the equation
g =
0:71449[ G
MHz
] [MHz]
Hres[G]
(3.17)
where 0.71449[ G
MHz
] = h=B[
T
Hz
] 106[ Hz
MHz
] 104[G
T
], and h is Planck's constant.
3.5 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a sensitive measurement technique which can monitor
inelastic optical photon scattering from a sample. This measurement can be very
useful to identify crystal structure transformations. Photon scattering creates high
frequency excitations within the sample such as phonons (vibrational modes). Raman
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scattering corresponds to the creation of a phonon (Stokes scattering) or absorption
of a phonon (anti-Stokes scattering). The shift in the wavelength between the inci-
dent and reected laser light is called the Raman shift, in wavenumbers, and can be
calculated by:
k[cm 1] =

1
i[nm]
  1
f [nm]

 107

nm
cm

(3.18)
where i, f are the incident and reected wavelengths of the laser light. Raman
spectroscopy is particularly useful when searching for temperature or pressure induced
structural phase changes. The crystal lattice symmetry determines the number of
Raman active modes. A structural transition resulting in a change of the lattice
symmetry will also alter the Raman active modes.
Raman spectra were measured with a Jobin Yvon Typ V 010 LabRAM single
grating spectrometer with  1 cm 1 spectral resolution. The spectrometer setup was
equipped with a double super razor edge lter, Peltier cooled CCD camera and a
Mikrocryo cryostat with a copper cold nger. Measurements were performed with
linearly polarized He/Ne gas laser light of 632.817 nm with < 1 mW of power. The
light beam was focused to a 10 m spot on the top surface of the sample using a
microscope. Measurements were taken in temperatures ranging between 4 K and 325
K.
A diamond anvil cell, shown in Figure 3.4, was used to measure Raman spectra
with the application of hydrostatic pressure. The pressure cell uses two diamond
anvils to compress a copper:beryllium gasket used as a sample holder, similar to that
described above (Figure 3.3). An ethanol-methanol pressure transmitting medium
was lled into the sample space along with rubies to be used as manometers. Pressures
were measured with the Ruby uorescence method following a nonlinear hydrostatic
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calibration.[82]
a) b)
Figure 3.4: Diamond Anvil Cell. A diamond anvil cell used in hydrostatic pressure
measurements. The cell is loaded with a sample (green) and three rubies
(white spheres) at a) ambient pressure and b)  20 GPa.
3.6 Neutron Diraction
Neutron diraction experiments were carried out for the characterization of mag-
netic structures. Neutron diraction follows the same principals as x-ray diraction
(Eq. 3.1), however, the neutrons are largely scattered o the nuclei of a sample
rather than the electrons. Neutrons carry a spin S=1/2, and are electrically neutral,
therefore neutrons can interact with the magnetic moments of unpaired electrons.
Because of this, neutron scattering can be used to determine magnetic structures in
magnetically ordered systems.
For the characterization of a magnetic structure, neutron diraction must be per-
formed on a magnetically ordered sample (T < TC). At the low angular parts of
the diraction patterns, magnetic Bragg reections can be observed in addition to
the nuclear reections. For weak magnetic moments, it is advantageous to subtract
away the nuclear reections with a diraction pattern collected for a temperature
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above the magnetic ordering temperature and extract a magnetic diraction pattern.
Diculties arise when dealing with magnetic scattering due to the weak scattering
amplitude which can become lost in the stronger nuclear scattering. The intensity
of the magnetic scattering is proportional to the magnetic moment of the magnetic
ion squared (/ 2), this becomes a serious issue when dealing with weak S = 1/2
magnetic moments such as Cu2+ moments.
For coherent elastic scattering, the nuclear dierential cross section for N cells of
volume V0 can be expressed as:

d
d


Nuc
= N
(2)3
V0
X
G
(Q  G)jFN(G)j2 (3.19)
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector, FN(G) is the nuclear structure factor, and
Q = k f   k i is the scattering vector which can be derived from Bragg's Law as:
Q =
4sin()

= k (3.20)
For magnetic coherent elastic scattering, the magnetic dierential cross section for
Nm cells of volume Vm can be expressed as:

d
d


Mag
= Nm
(2)3
Vm
X
G
(Q  G)jFM(G)j2 (3.21)
where FM(G) is the magnetic structure factor. jFM(G)j2 is proportional to Q  m,
where m is the magnetization density so only the component of the magnetic moment
perpendicular to the scattering vector contributes to magnetic scattering.
Elastic neutron powder diraction experiments were carried out at the Institute
Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France). Diraction patterns were collected on the high-
intensity two-axis diractometer D20 with a wavelength = 2.41 A, see Figure 3.5.[83]
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A closed-cycle 3He system was used to reach temperatures down to 432 mK.
Figure 3.5: D20 Diractometer. A schematic diagram of the high-intensity two-
axis powder diractometer D20 at Institute Laue-Langevin in Grenoble,
France. Figure reprinted from Ref. [83] with permission.
3.7 Dielectric Capacitance
Dielectric capacitance measurements were performed to characterize the dielec-
tric properties of materials. A powder capacitance cell was utilized to measure the
dielectric capacitance of a powder sample, see Figure 3.6. The powder cell compacts
the sample powder between two metal plates to form the dielectric of a two-plate
capacitor. The powder cell connects to a measurement probe and used together with
a low-temperature cryostat. Shielded coaxial cables connect the capacitance powder
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cell to an ultra-precision Andeen-Hagerling commercial capacitance bridge (model
AH2700). The instrument applies an oscillating voltage across the capacitor and
analyses the response in terms of an electric circuit model.[84]
Figure 3.6: Powder Capacitance Cell. A powder capacitance cell used to charac-
terize the dielectric properties of a powder sample. The cell compresses
the sample powder between two metal plates to form the dielectric of a
capacitor.
The capacitance of the powder capacitor cell as a function of frequency !, magnetic
eld and temperature is measured according to:
C(!;H; T ) = r(!;H; T )0A=d (3.22)
where r(!;H; T ) is the relative permittivity or the dielectric constant, 0 is the
permittivity of free space, A is the capacitor plate area, and d is the distance between
the two capacitor plates (sample thickness). The dielectric constant as a function
of frequency, magnetic eld, and temperature can be determined from the measured
capacitance using:
r(!;H; T ) = k  C(!;H; T ) (3.23)
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where k is the geometric factor, k = d=A0. For the capacitance powder cell, k  40
F 1.
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4
Copper Arsenite - CuAs2O4
The contents of this chapter are reproduced with permission from the American
Physical Society and have been previously published in Ref. [67]: "Characterization
of the spin-1
2
linear-chain ferromagnet CuAs2O4" K. Caslin, R. K. Kremer, F. S.
Razavi, A. Schulz, A. Mu~noz, F. Pertlik, J. Liu, M.-H. Whangbo, and J. M. Law,
Physical Review B 89, 014412 (2014).
This chapter is dedicated to the structural and magnetic characterization of CuAs2O4,
a S=1/2 quantum spin-chain ferromagnet. No previous study on the magnetic prop-
erties of CuAs2O4 has been reported. The decision to investigate this compound was
based on an x-ray diraction study performed by J. Zeeman in 1951 which revealed
a crystal structure which could support low-dimensional magnetism.[85] CuAs2O4 is
structurally characterized by CuO2 ribbon-chains which are located in CuO6 Jahn-
Teller distorted octahedra. CuAs2O4 is particularly interesting because it exhibits
competing NN and NNN intrachain interactions with  = Jnn/Jnnn  -4.1. Conse-
quently, CuAs2O4 represents a rare example of a magnetically frustrated spin-chain
system in close proximity to the quantum critical limit at  = -4 where Highly
Frustrated and FM groundstates meet in the phase diagram (Figure 2.7). In this
chapter, I will report on the structural properties using results from x-ray diraction
and Raman Scattering measurements. I characterize the bulk magnetic properties
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with magnetic susceptibility, heat capacity and electron paramagnetic resonance re-
sults. Additionally, I use single-crystal magnetization data to investigate directional
dependent magnetic behaviour. Density functional theory and transfer matrix renor-
malization group calculations with collaborators are used to support my experimental
ndings.
4.1 Sample Characterization
CuAs2O4 single-crystals of  0.15 mm3 in size were grown using a hydrothermal
synthesis route. Precursor powders of As2O3 and CuO were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and
lled into a teon lined autoclave along with acetic acid. The autoclave was heated
to 200C at  15 bar for 3 days. More details on the single-crystal preparation can
be found in Refs. [86] and [87]. Figure 4.1a displays the (hkl) faces of one crystal
oriented using single-crystal x-ray diraction and Figure 4.1b displays the typical
crystal size measured using scanning electron microscopy.
X-ray powder diraction measurements, shown in Figure 4.2, were carried out to
evaluate the sample quality and characterize the crystal structure. The measurement
was performed with Mo K1 radiation ( = 0.70930 A) on a polycrytalline sample
which was prepared by thoroughly grinding crystals into a powder. The sample
holder was a 0.3 mm diameter,  4cm long, quartz capillary. A two-phase Rietveld
t to the x-ray diraction pattern, also shown in Figure 4.2 as a solid black line, was
calculated using FullProf Suite software.[68] The rened cell parameters and atom
positions, see Table 6.1, were in very good agreement with the previously reported
values by J. Zemann.[85] The green dashes in Figure 4.2 represent the Brag positions
of both phases and the blue line represents a dierence between the calculated and
measured patterns. From the Rietveld renement, an impurity phase of diamagnetic
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a) b)
Figure 4.1: CuAs2O4 Samples. (a) A single-crystal of CuAs2O4 with labeled (hkl)
faces, oriented using an image-plate detector. (b) An energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) image of ve CuAs2O4 single-crystals depicting
the approximate size of the samples.
Cu2O (Cuprite) amounts to  5% of the sample. The brownish impurity could be
seen under microscopic inspection of the crystals and those crystals which where free
of visible impurities where selected to be studied.
Table 4.1: CuAs2O4 Rened Structural Parameters. Rened positional param-
eters of CuAs2O4 from a two-phase Rietveld renement of x-ray diraction
data. The tabulated parameters for were rened in space group P42=mbc
(no. 135) with lattice parameters a = 8.58(1) A and c = 5.54(1) A. The
agreement indicies for CuAs2O4 were Bragg R-factor = 8.86 and RF-factor
= 5.90. The agreement indicies for Cu2O were Bragg R-factor = 1.83 and
RF-factor = 11.5. The global index 2 = 0.00153.
Atom:Wyck. As:8h Cu:4d O(2):8h O(1):8g
Site symm. m.. 2.22 m.. ..2
x/a 0.2003(3) 0 0.101(1) 0.704(1)
y/b 0.1604(3) 1/2 0.630(1) 0.204(1)
z/c 0 1/4 0 0.25
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Figure 4.2: CuAs2O4 X-ray Diraction. A Mo K1 x-ray diraction pattern of a
CuAs2O4 polycrystalline sample (red circles). The two-phase Rietveld t
(black line) to the pattern was calculated using FullProf Suite software.
The rst phase (upper green lines) is the main sample, CuAs2O4, and the
second impurity phase (lower green lines) is Cu2O. The impurity phase
amounts to  5% from the t calculation. The dierence between the
measured pattern and calculated t is shown as the blue line.
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4.2 Crystal Structrure
Figure 4.3: CuAs2O4 Crystal Structure. (a) Projection along the [001] direction
of the CuAs2O4 crystal structure. The Cu
2+ atoms are represented by the
large (green) spheres, the oxygen atoms by small (red) spheres, and the As
atoms by (grey) medium spheres. (b) A corrugated chain of trans-edge
connected CuO6 octahedra highlighting the twisted basal planes of the
octahedra in CuAs2O4, which lead to a corrugation of the CuO2 ribbon
chains.
CuAs2O4 crystallizes in a tetragonal structure (space group P42=mbc) with
lattice parameters a = b = 8.592(4) A and c = 5.573(4) A.[86] The Cu atoms are
located on Wycko sites 4d and the As atoms on sites 8h. The O atoms occupy
Wycko sites 8g(O1) and 8h(O2). As shown in Figure 4.3, the Cu atoms are centered
in Jahn-Teller elongated O6 octahedra (Cu - O distances: 4  1.95 A; 2  2.47 A).
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These CuO6 octahedra connect via opposite edges to form CuO2 ribbon-chains in their
basal-planes. The O(1) and O(2) atoms are located at the apical and basal positions
of the octahedra, respectively. The As atoms form AsO3 pyramids, which link the
oxygen atoms in the basal planes with the apical oxygen atoms of neighboring chains
such that the basal planes of neighboring chains are perpendicular to each other.[86]
The 4s2 electrons of the As atoms act as pseudo-ligands and extend into the channels
enclosed by four neighboring chains.[88]
4.3 Lattice Properties
To gain insight on the lattice properties of CuAs2O4, Density Functional The-
ory (DFT) calculations with a generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and DFT
calculations with a local density approximation (LDA) were performed by collabo-
rator A. Mu~noz of Universidad de La Laguna (Tenerife, Spain) for the hypothetical
diamagnetic compound ZnAs2O4. For details on the DFT calculations refer to Ref.
[67]. Since the masses and ionic radii of Cu2+ and Zn2+ are similar, the calculations
for ZnAs2O4 were compared to the Raman spectroscopy and heat capacity measure-
ments performed on CuAs2O4. Replacing the magnetic Cu
2+ ion with a diamagnetic
Zn2+ ion provides information on the phonon contribution to the specic heat of
CuAs2O4 and disregards any magnetic contributions. Figure 4.4 displays the total
and partial phonon densities of states for the hypothetical compound ZnAs2O4. The
calculated Raman frequencies with their assigned symmetries are listed in Table 4.2
in comparison to experimental observations of CuAs2O4.
As displayed in Figure 4.4, the phonon spectrum of ZnAs2O4 is characterized by
a set of rather sharp bands indicating nearly localized lattice vibrations extending
up to 800 cm 1. The set of phonon bands decomposes into three subgroups, one
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group below  300 cm 1, corresponding mainly to Zn and As vibrations with little
contribution from O vibrations. The remaining two subgroups are found above  300
cm 1 and correspond mainly to O vibrations with almost no contribution from the
heavier Zn and As atoms. The high frequency vibrations were dominated by the O(2)
atoms of the basal planes of the distorted octahedra. For the purpose of tting the
phonon contribution to the heat capacity data (see below), the total phonon spectrum
can be roughly described by two major groups of phonon modes centered at  150
cm 1 ( 220 K) and  500 cm 1 ( 720 K).
Figure 4.4: ZnAs2O4 Phonon D.O.S. Total and partial phonon densities of states
of a hypothetical compound ZnAs2O4 per unit cell.
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4.4 Raman Scattering
Raman spectra of CuAs2O4 with light polarized along the crystallographic c-axis
were measured for various temperatures between 4 K and 325 K, see Figure 4.5. The
measured spectra are similar to that previously measured at room temperature by S.
Kharbish with the exception of two additional peaks.[89] Table 4.2 lists the Raman
mode positions in comparison with data from S. Kharbish. The peak positions and
symmetry assignments according to the DFT-GGA and -LDA calculations are also
listed.
The measured spectra show that there are no temperature induced peak split-
tings indicating that the crystal symmetry, and therefore crystal structure, remains
unchanged down to 4 K. Overall there is a slight increase in energies as the tempera-
ture is decreased reecting the thermal lattice contraction, see Figure 4.5 inset. Peaks
with wavenumbers 403, 763, and 812 cm 1 (marked by arrows in Figure 4.5) become
narrower and better resolved with decreasing temperature.
4.5 Spin-Exchange Interactions
An energy-mapping analysis [90, 91] based on rst principles DFT calculations
has been performed by collaborators M. Whangbo and J. Liu of North Carolina State
University. These calculations include spin-orbit coupling and calculate the absolute
energies for a number of magnetic congurations such that an adequate set of spin-
exchange parameters can be derived. The NN and NNN intrachain spin-exchange
interactions, Jnn and Jnnn, of CuAs2O4 were evaluated for the three ordered spin
states depicted in Figure 4.6. The energies of the three order states can be written
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Figure 4.5: CuAs2O4 Raman Spectra. Raman spectra of CuAs2O4 at various
temperatures as indicated. The spectra have been shifted for clarity. The
inset shows a typical down shift with increasing temperature of the 371.3
cm 1 peak, attributed to lattice expansion.
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Table 4.2: CuAs2O4 Raman Active Modes. Comparison of the Raman peak
positions with those found by S. Kharbish[89] and those obtained from
DFT calculations. The notation n.o. indicates a peak which was not
observed. The Eg mode at 101.8 cm
 1 and B1g mode at 307.9 cm 1 were
not seen by S. Kharbish.[89]
Symmetry 295 K Kharbish(RT)[89] GGA LDA
(GGA-LDA) (cm 1) (cm 1) (cm 1) (cm 1)
B1g n.o. n.o. 23.2 28.9
Eg n.o. n.o. 32.5 35.3
Eg n.o. n.o. 98.9 105.3
Eg 101.8 n.o. 103.9 107.9
A1g n.o. n.o. 123.6 128.6
B2g 134.9 136 127.2 136.5
B1g 141.1 140 128.1 135.3
Eg 183.6 184 174.9 179.4
A1g 192.8 194 179.9 186.8
B2g 204.7 205 194.5 204.3
B1g 235.8 236 219.8 224.2
Eg 275.7 277 255.1 264.0
B1g 307.9 n.o. 281.0 286.3
A1g n.o. n.o. 364.3 370.9
Eg 371.3 372 374.6 381.4
B2g 400.4 398 388.4 401.7
B1g 421.8 423 410.7 419.0
Eg 448.1 448 439.9 449.1
A1g n.o. n.o. 477.4 481.3
Eg 497.3 498 496.4 511.8
B2g n.o. n.o. 509.9 514.2
Eg 540.8 541 535.4 549.0
B1g 659.5 659 625.6 644.7
A1g 758.5 768 722.8 733.9
B1g 781.5 782 731.9 743.2
B2g 806.4 812 735.3 742.2
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in terms of the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian:
H =  
X
Jij~Si~Sj; (4.1)
where J ij are the exchange parameters for the coupling between spin sites i and j.
According to the energy expressions for spin dimers with N=1 unpaired spins per
spin site [92, 93], the total spin-exchange energies of the three ordered spin states per
eight formula units (FUs) are expressed, see Figure 4.6.
For further details on the DFT calculations of the spin-exchange parameters refer
to Ref. [67]. The absolute energies of the three ordered spin states were calculated
by employing the projected augmented-wave (PAW) method [94, 95] encoded in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [96] and the GGA approximation for
the exchange and correlation functional.[97] The plane-wave cut-o energy was set to
400 eV and a set of 18 k-points for the irreducible Brillouin zone was used. To probe
the eect of electron correlations associated with the Cu 3d state, DFT plus on-site
repulsion (DFT+Ue) calculations were performed with Ue = 0, 4, 6 and 8 eV.[98]
By mapping the relative energies of the three ordered spin states obtained from the
DFT+Ue calculations onto the corresponding Heisenberg Hamiltonian (Eq. (4.1)),
the values of the nearest- and next-nearest neighbour spin-exchange parameters, Jnn
( J1) and Jnnn ( J2), were obtained.
The results of the DFT calculations are summarized in Table 5.2. The NN spin-
exchange is found to be FM and dominant while the NNN spin-exchange is found
to be AFM. This implies that the system is magnetically frustrated with competing
NN and NNN interactions. The Curie-Weiss temperatures listed in Table 5.2 were
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C
Figure 4.6: Spin Congurations for DFT Calculations. Three order spin states
of CuAs2O4 used to determine the values of Jnn ( J1) and Jnnn ( J2)
by DFT+Ue calculations. Only the Cu sites are shown for simplicity.
The unlled and lled circles represent up-spin and down-spin Cu2+ sites,
respectively.
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Figure 4.7: CuAs2O4 Spin-Exchange Ratio. The ratio of the NN to NNN spin ex-
change constants of CuAs2O4 calculated from the DFT+Ue calculations
as a function of Ue .
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calculated with the equation,
CW =
1
3
S(S + 1)
X
i
ziJi: (4.2)
The Ji's represent the NN and the NNN spin exchange interactions along the ribbon
chains, Jnn and Jnnn, respectively. zi is the number of neighbors with spin exchange Ji
in the NN and NNN shell, znn = znnn = 2 for CuAs2O4. The calculated Curie-Weiss
temperatures are positive as a result of the predominant FM-NN spin-exchange inter-
action. The Ue values of 6 and 8 eV, most appropriate for Cu
2+,[38, 98] indicate -3.9
<  < -3.4 (see Figure 4.7), close to the FM-Frustrated quantum critical limit at FM
= -4 (Figure 2.7). Since the 3dx2 y2 magnetic orbitals of neighboring ribbon-chains
are largely orthogonal to each other, the interchain spin-exchange interactions are
expected to be small and not easily accessible with DFT calculations. An estimation
of the interchain interactions can be calculated using an equation for an antiferromag-
netic spin-chain system proposed by H. J. Schulz[99] and slightly modied by Rosner
et al.[100].
Jinter  TN
2

ln(5:8 Jnn=TN)
 1=2
(4.3)
Despite that CuAs2O4 orders with a FM groundstate, an estimation of the order
of magnitude of the interchain interactions can still be obtained. The calculated
interchain interactions are estimated to be Jinter  5 K, much smaller than the NN
and NNN intrachain interactions.
As shown in Figure 4.7, the ratio of the NN over the NNN spin exchange interac-
tions ( ) increases with increasing Ue values used in the DFT+Ue calculations.
The strong FM-NN interaction in CuAs2O4 can be traced back to the fact that the
bond angle of the Cu-O-Cu super-exchange path is close to 90 ( 91.5, see Figure
2.9) and the magnetic 3dx2 y2 orbital of the Cu2+ ion has a large overlap density with
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Table 4.3: CuAs2O4 Spin-Exchange Parameters. Values of the NN and NNN
spin exchange constants, Jnn and Jnnn, respectively, obtained from the
DFT+Ue calculations along with the calculated Curie-Weiss tempera-
tures. (Note: The spin-exchange parameters were erroneously scaled by a
factor of 4 in Ref. [67].)
Ue (eV) Jnn (K) Jnnn (K) CW (K)
0 174.4 -100.7 36.9
4 154.5 -52.9 50.8
6 134.8 -39.0 47.9
8 108.7 -27.5 40.6
the bridging oxygen 2p orbitals.[90, 91] The weaker AFM-NNN interaction may be a
consequence of the twisting of the CuO2 ribbon chains since it reduces the hopping
integral between the NNN Cu2+ ions.
4.6 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
EPR measurements of polycrystalline CuAs2O4 were performed to investigate the
Cu2+ g-factor. This provides insight on the crystal environment surrounding the
magnetic ion. The EPR spetra were measured with a microwave frequency 9.48 GHz
in a temperature range of 15 K to 275 K. An EPR spectrum collected at 15 K is
displayed in Figure 4.8. The spectrum can be very well modeled by a eld derivative
of a Lorentzian absorption resonance line, Eq. (3.16). The inset in Figure 4.8 shows
how the g-factor varies with temperature. The room-temperature averaged g-factor
was determined to be
g = 2:103 0:001:
Typically, for a Cu S = 1/2 system in an elongated octahedral environment, it is
found that g?  2.05 to 2.10 and gk  2.15 to 2.25.[101] The EPR measurement is
more sensitive to the perpendicular components of the g-factor[102], with this in mind,
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the measured g-factor agrees well with what is expected.[101] From the measured g-
factor, an eective magnetic moment of e = 1.82 B is obtained. An analysis of
the inverse EPR intensity for T > 150 K is shown in Figure 4.9 with a Curie-Weiss
type temperature of EPR  40 K. The positive EPR indicates a predominant FM
spin-exchange in accordance with the positive magnetic susceptibility Curie-Weiss
temperature (see below) and the DFT calculations. Below  150 K the inverse
integrated intensity bends upwards, away from the Curie-Weiss type t. A similar
behaviour is also seen in the inverse susceptibility data and discussed in detail below.
The temperature dependence of the linewidth, shown in the Figure 4.9 inset, displays
a broadening with temperatures above  50 K. Below  50 K the linewidth decreases
which is attributed to a build-up of internal elds caused by magnetic short-range
ordering. This may also the source of the temperature variation of the g-factor along
with minute changes of the crystal eld due to the lattice contractions.
4.7 Magnetization and Magnetic Susceptibility
The magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature of a randomly oriented
selection of CuAs2O4 crystals is displayed in Figure 4.10. The measurement was
collected with a eld of 1 T in a temperature range of 1.8 K to 375 K.
At high temperatures, the magnetic susceptibility follows a Curie-Weiss law ac-
cording to
mol =
C
T  CW + 0: (4.4)
The Curie constant, C, depends on Avogadro's number NA, the spin of the system
S =1/2, the Boltzmann constant kB, the g-factor g, and the Bohr magneton B,
according to
C = NAg
2B
2S(S + 1)=3kB: (4.5)
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Figure 4.8: CuAs2O4 EPR Spectrum. An EPR spectrum of a polycrystalline
CuAs2O4 sample collected at 15 K with a microwave frequency of 9.48
GHz. The (red) solid line is a t of the eld derivative of the microwave
power absorption with a single Lorentzian resonance line according to Eq.
(3.16). The inset displays the g-factor variation with temperature.
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Figure 4.9: CuAs2O4 Reciprocal EPR Intensities. Reciprocal intensities of the
EPR resonance lines of a polycrystalline CuAs2O4 sample obtained from
the ts. The (red) solid line is a linear t of the intensity with a Curie-
Weiss like temperature dependence. The inset displays the resonance
linewidth (FWHM) broadening with temperature.
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The temperature independent term in Eq. (4.4), 0, represents a sum of the diamag-
netic contributions, dia, from the closed electron shells and the van Vleck suscepti-
bility, VV, arising from admixtures of the groundstate wave functions into excited
Cu electronic levels.
0 = dia + VV: (4.6)
From the tabulated diamagnetic increments for individual ions, dia can be estimated
to contribute -7710 6 cm3/mol.[103] The van Vleck susceptibility depends on the
direction of the external eld with respect to the crystal axes and the energy level
separation. For a polycrystalline Cu2+ system, it typically amounts to values between
+10010 6 cm3/mol and +12010 6 cm3/mol, resulting in a 0 of approximately
+4310 6 cm3/mol.[104, 105] For more details on diamagnetic and van Vleck con-
tributions, refer to Appendix A.
The (red) solid line in Figure 4.10 shows a t of the experimental inverse suscepti-
bility to Eq. (4.4) obtained by varying the g-factor and the Curie-Weiss temperature.
The best t to the data above  150 K was found with a g-factor of
g = 2:15 0:01:
and a Curie-Weiss temperature of
CW = 39 1K:
The positive Curie-Weiss temperature indicates predominant FM spin-exchange in-
teractions, as also found by the EPR measurement and the DFT calculations.
The slight dierence in the g-factor obtained by the magnetic susceptibility mea-
surement to that obtained by the EPR measurement (see above) is likely caused by
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an anisotropy of the g-factor. The magnetization measurement picks up an average
g-factor over randomly oriented crystallites, the EPR experiment is more sensitive
to the perpendicular components of the g-factor.[102] Taking gepr  g?  2.10 and
gsusc  gavg  2.15 indicates a parallel component of the g-factor of  2.25, which
is an appropriate value for Cu2+ in an elongated octahedral environment.[101] Such
a g-factor anisotropy corresponds to a dierence of the resonance elds which is ap-
proximately 15% of the EPR signal linewidth, therefore, typical features of a Cu2+
powder cannot be resolved.
Figure 4.10: CuAs2O4 Magnetic Susceptibility. Reciprocal magnetic susceptibil-
ity of a polycrystalline CuAs2O4 sample measured in a eld of 1 T. The
solid (red) line is a t of the Curie-Weiss law (Eq. (4.4)) to the data
above 150 K. The lower inset shows the data below 20 K, collected at
0.01 T, in an enlarged scale. The upper inset displays the magnetization
versus eld collected at 1.85 K.
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Below  8 K the magnetization rises sharply, indicative of a FM transition, see
Figure 4.10 lower inset. The Curie temperature, TC, obtained from the inection
point of the susceptibility curve amounts to
TC = 7:6 0:2K:
An isothermal magnetization measured at 1.85 K, plotted in the upper inset of Figure
4.10, reveals saturation of the magnetization above a eld of  2.5 T with a value of
1.05  0.01 B. This saturation moment is in good agreement with the expected 
1.1 B value for a S=1/2 system.
Figure 4.11 displays the magnetization at 1.85 K of a single crystal (8  2 g)
oriented with the c-axis parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic eld. With the
eld perpendicular to the c-axis, saturation is readily achieved above  0.5 T. With
the eld oriented along the c-axis, saturation is not obtained at 1 T indicating the
c-axis to be a magnetic hard axis. The saturation moment is in fair agreement with
an expected value of  1.1 B, the slight excess can be attributed to errors in the
mass determination of the crystal.
Below  150 K, the inverse magnetic susceptibility of CuAs2O4 noticeably bends
upwards from the high-temperature Curie-Weiss law (Figure 4.10), similar to what
has also been observed in the integrated signal intensity from the EPR spectroscopy
experiment (Figure 4.9). To model the temperature dependence of the susceptibility
over the whole temperature range, including the upward deviation from the high-
temperature Curie-Weiss law, the magnetic susceptibilities of a S=1/2 Heisenberg
spin-chain with NN and NNN spin-exchange interactions were calculated for various
 values. These calculations were performed using Transfer-matrix density-matrix
renormalization group (TMRG) calculations by collaborator J. M. Law at Dresden
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Figure 4.11: CuAs2O4 Single-Crystal Magnetization. Magnetization of an ori-
ented CuAs2O4 single crystal measured at 1.85 K with the magnetic eld
H k c-axis and H ? c-axis.
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Hochfeld-Magnetlabor.[106, 107] The temperature dependent magnetic susceptibili-
ties,  of a S=1/2 Heisenberg spin-chain with NN and NNN spin-exchange interac-
tions are shown in Figure 4.12.  was calculated for ratios -4.5  Jnn=Jnnn -3.5
and an antiferromagnetic NNN spin-exchange constant of Jnnn = -38 K, consistent
with the results of the DFT calculations. Additionally, a g-factor of gTMRG = 2.155,
very close to the g-factor obtained from the Curie-Weiss t, was used.
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Figure 4.12: Magnetic Susceptibilities from TMRG Calculations. TMRG
spin susceptibilities, , versus temperature for various ratios of the
NN to NNN spin exchange interactions as indicated in the inset.  =
molJnnn/NA
2
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Figure 4.13 displays the experimental data in comparison with the TMRG sus-
ceptibility results. The best t was achieved for  = -4.25. Combining this result
with the DFT calculations leads to an average value of   -4.1, in close proximity
to the quantum critical limit at  = -4 (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 4.13: TMRG t to CuAs2O4. The inverse experimental susceptibility
shown in Figure 4.10 (corrected by a temperature independent part 0
= 4310 6 cm3/mol) compared with the results of the TMRG calcula-
tions, solid (red) line, for the ratio Jnn/Jnnn = -4.25 (main frame). The
inset displays the TMRG results, solid (red) lines, for Jnn/Jnnn = -3.5,
-3.75, -4, -4.25, -4.5 (from top to bottom). For all theoretical curves
Jnnn= -38 K and a g-factor of 2.155 was used. For further details see
text.
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4.8 Arrott-Noakes Plot
An Arrott plot analysis of magnetization isotherms of a ferromagnet is a well-
established method to determine the Curie temperature, TC, and the zero-eld mag-
netic polarization. Arrott and Noakes proposed a modied equation of state which
takes into account the critical exponents  and  of the magnetization and the mag-
netic susceptibility, respectively.[108] The Arrott-Noakes equation of state is given
by
(0H=M)
1= = (T   TC)=T1 + (M=M1)1=: (4.7)
T1 and M1 are material constants which for CuAs2O4 were tted to T1 = 0.04  0.01
K and M1 = 1.42  0.01 T. The critical exponents can be extracted from a repre-
sentation of M1= versus (0H=M)
1=, with the critical exponents adjusted such that
the isotherms close to the Curie temperature follow a linear behaviour. A modied
Arrott-Noakes plot of CuAs2O4 is shown in Figure 4.14. The critical isotherm, which
extrapolates to the origin of the graph, lies between the isotherms measured at 7.00
K and 7.50 K. The best agreement with linear behavior for the isotherms near TC
was obtained by adjusting the critical exponents to
 = 0:35 0:01;
and
 = 1:32 0:01:
The critical exponent  for the magnetization is consistent with values for standard
universality classes 3d-Heisenberg and 3d-XY, but within the experimental error does
not allow for a dierentiation between the two cases.[109{111]  is clearly lower than
the value expected for a 3d-Heisenberg model but is close to the value expected for
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Figure 4.14: Arrott-Noakes Plot of CuAs2O4. Arrott-Noakes plot of the isother-
mal magnetization of a CuAs2O4 polycrystalline sample. The two solid
(red) lines mark the magnetization curves measured at 7.00 K and at
7.50 K. The dashed (blue) lines mark the isotherms used to extract the
zero-eld magnetic polarization plot. The isotherms are in steps of 0.5
K starting from top curve at 2 K.
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a 3d-XY class.[109{111] This nding is consistent with the anisotropy seen in the
single-crystal magnetization measurement indicating an easy-plane perpendicular to
the c-axis.
Figure 4.15 displays the temperature dependence of the zero-eld polarization
obtained by extrapolating the high-eld data in the modied Arrott plot, H ! 0. By
tting a critical power law according to
M(T ) =M0(1  T=TC): (4.8)
With  xed to 0.35 as shown in the Modied Arrott plot, a Curie temperature of
TC = 7:35 0:05K
is extracted. This Curie temperature is in good agreement with the magnetic suscep-
tibility data.
4.9 Heat Capacity
Heat capacity measurements were performed on a sample of randomly oriented
CuAs2O4 crystals versus temperature and magnetic eld. The results are shown in
Figure 4.16. In zero-eld, a -shaped anomaly appears at 7.4  0.1 K, which agrees
with the TC results from the magnetic data. Applying a magnetic eld causes a slight
up-shift in temperature and broadening of the anomaly.
Two approaches were taken in order to subtract the lattice contribution to the heat
capacity and extract the magnetic heat capacity, Cmag(T ). i) The lattice contribution
to the heat capacity of CuAs2O4 was approximated by tting a superposition of a
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Figure 4.15: CuAs2O4 Magnetic Polarization. Temperature dependence of the
zero-eld magnetic polarization of CuAs2O4. The data points were ob-
tained from the intersections with the ordinate of the linearly extrapo-
lated high-eld branches in the Arrott-Noakes plot (i.e. H ! 0). The
(red) solid line represents a critical power law tted to the data points
near TC with a xed critical exponent  = 0.35.
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Figure 4.16: Heat Capacity of CuAs2O4. Heat capacity of a randomly oriented
ensemble of CuAs2O4 crystals versus temperature and external magnetic
eld. The solid lines represent the scaled heat capacity of the hypothet-
ical compound ZnAs2O4 and a phonon contribution to the heat capacity
as obtained by extrapolating the Debye-Einstein t (Eq. 4.9) to low
temperatures.
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Debye-type and two Einstein-type heat capacity terms according to
CP (T ) = fDCDeb(Deb; T ) +
X
i
giCEin;i(Ein;i; T ): (4.9)
The Debye-type heat capacity is given by
CDeb(T ) = 9R(T=Deb)
3
Deb=TZ
0
x4exp(x)
(exp(x)  1)2dx: (4.10)
In order to simplify the t procedure, a Pade approximation for the Debye-type
heat capacity, proposed by Goetsch et al., was utilized.[112] The Einstein-type heat
capacities, CEin;i(T ), were calculated according to
CEin;i(T ) = 3R(
Ei
kBT
)2
exp(Ei=kBT )
(exp(Ei=kBT )  1)2 : (4.11)
The weight prefactors, fD, g1 and g2, were conditioned such that at suciently high
temperatures the Petit-Dulong value of 73R (R is the molar gas constant) was satis-
ed. By tting the weights, the Debye-temperature, and two Einstein-temperatures,
the experimental heat capacity above 20 K could be well approximated and extrap-
olated to T ! 0 K (see Figure 4.16). The Einstein-temperatures were given initial
values of E1 = 215 K and E2 = 720 K. These initial values correspond to the center
positions of the two major groups of phonon modes in the ZnAs2O4 DOS (Figure 4.4
). The tted parameters are summarized in Table 4.4.
ii. Alternatively, the heat capacity of the hypothetical compound ZnAs2O4 was
calculated from the phonon density of states obtained by ab initio calculations (see
above, Figure 4.4) and the second derivative of the free energy, F (T ). The relation
is as follows
CV (T )  CP (T ) =  T

@2F (T )
@T 2

V
; (4.12)
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Table 4.4: CuAs2O4 Lattice Heat Capacity Fit Parameters. Weights and char-
acteristic temperatures used to approximate the lattice contribution to the
heat capacity of CuAs2O4 according to Eq. (4.9). The weights were con-
ditioned such that fD + g1 + g2 = 7.
contribution weight T (K)
Debye 1.5 136.59(7)
Einstein, i=1 2.25 284.5(3)
Einstein, i=2 3.25 789(1)
where CV (T ) and CP (T ) are the heat capacities at constant volume and at constant
pressure (accessible by the experiment), respectively. F (T ) is the free energy given
by
F (T ) =  
Z 1
0
(
~!
2
+ kBT ln[2nB(!)])(!)d!: (4.13)
Where kB represents the Boltzmann constant, nB the Bose-Einstein factor, and (!)
the phonon density of states. The high frequency cut-o of the latter denes the
upper limit of integration in Eq. (4.13).
The extracted magnetic contribution to the specic heat was obtained by sub-
tracting the lattice contribution from the experimental results. A plot of Cmag(T )=T
versus T is shown in the Figure 4.17. At low temperatures the magnetic heat capacity
follows a power law
Cmag(T ) / T n; (4.14)
with n  1.2, somewhat lower than expected for 3D FM magnon (n = 3/2, Eq.
3.12) contributions. Above  20 K, a shoulder becomes visible which is attributed to
short-range ordering contributions.
By integrating Cmag(T )=T , the magnetic entropy removed by the magnetic order-
ing is obtained according to
Smag(T ) =
Z T
0
Cmag(T
0)=T 0dT 0: (4.15)
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The magnetic entropy amounts to
Smag = 4:0(1)J=molK;
which is  70% of the entropy expected for a S = 1/2 system,
Smag = Rln(2S + 1) = Rln(2): (4.16)
The largest fraction of the entropy is contained in the -anomaly and only a minor
fraction is removed by short-range ordering eects which were also seen in the g-factor
temperature dependence.
4.10 Conclusion
In summary, I have investigated the structural and magnetic properties of CuAs2O4.
A system characterized by Jahn-Teller elongated CuO6 octahedra which link together
via opposite edges of their basal planes to form CuO2 ribbon chains. The ribbon-
chains are magnetically frustrated with FM-NN and AFM-NNN intra-chain inter-
actions. Additionally, CuAs2O4 exhibits a spin-exchange ratio  = Jnn/Jnnn  -4.1.
This value places CuAs2O4 in the ferromagnetic regime of the magnetic phase diagram
(Figure 2.7), near to the quantum critical point between frustrated incommensurate
spin-spiral and ferromagnetic order. To date, CuAs2O4 seems to lie closest to quantum
criticality at  = -4 of all systems reported so far. Two other Cu spin-chain systems
reported close to quantum criticality are Li2ZrCuO4 and Ca2Y2Cu5O10 which exhibit
spin-exchange ratios or -4.5 and -5.3 respectively.[113{115]
X-ray diraction measurements showed that CuAs2O4 crystallizes in a tetragonal
structure supporting CuO2 ribbon-chains and strong Jahn-Teller elongations. Mag-
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Figure 4.17: CuAs2O4 Magnetic Heat Capacity. Magnetic contribution to the
specic heat of CuAs2O4 (H = 0 T). Dierent symbols (red and black)
indicate two independent runs of a selection of CuAs2O4 crystals. The
inset displays the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy ob-
tained according to Eq. (4.15). The straight (black) line indicates a T 3=2
power law.
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netic susceptibility and heat capacity measurements revealed long-range FM order
below  7.4 K. The dominant spin-exchange interactions are the competing FM-
NN and AFM-NNN intrachain interactions while the smaller interchain interactions
lead to the long-range ordering. Arrott-Noakes analysis and single-crystal magne-
tization measurements indicated a magnetic anisotropy with an easy-axis along the
crystallographic c-axis. EPR measurements and a Curie-Weiss t to the magnetic
susceptibility revealed an average g-factor of g  2.15 and a positive Curie-Weiss
temperature reecting the dominant FM-NN interactions. Raman scattering mea-
surements showed that the crystal structure is preserved across the TC and down to
4 K.
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5
Competing Jahn-Teller Distortions and Pressure
Eects in CuAs2O4
The contents of the chapter have been submitted as a manuscript for publication
to the American Physical Society: "Competing Jahn-Teller Distortions and Pressure
Eects in the Quasi-One-Dimensional Quantum Ferromagnet CuAs2O4" K. Caslin,
R. K. Kremer, F. S. Razavi, M. Hanand, K. Syassen, E. E. Gordon, and M.-H.
Whangbo, Physical Review B Submitted, (2015).
In this chapter, I extend the investigation of CuAs2O4 to include structural and
magnetic characterizations under hydrostatic pressure up to  11.5 GPa. Of partic-
ular interest was whether the pressure-induced changes in the interatomic distances
and angles could be used to tune the ratio of the NN and NNN spin-exchange in-
teractions and possibly push CuAs2O4 towards a new magnetic groundstate. It was
found that the magnetic ordering temperature of CuAs2O4 increases continuously
with pressure up to  9 GPa, at which point a structural phase transition occurs
with a severe alteration of the magnetic properties. Crystal structure analysis with
single-crystal x-ray diraction experiments up to  9 GPa indicated that the axial
elongations of the CuO6 octahedra caused by Jahn-Teller distortions were markedly
suppressed. The derived structural parameters could favorably be used as input for
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calculations on the intrachain spin-exchange parameters versus pressure. The calcu-
lations indicated that external pressure up to  9 GPa increases the ferromagnetic
NN spin-exchange by about 40% whereas the antiferromagnetic NNN spin-exchange
remained approximately constant.
A single-crystal to single-crystal structural phase transition (Phase I! Phase II)
was identied at  9 GPa by Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron x-ray diraction
measurements. The crystal structure in Phase II is characterized by an increased
twisting of the CuO2 ribbon-chains and a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic distortion of
the oxygen environment in the basal plane of the CuO6 octahedra. In Phase II, the
NN and NNN spin-exchange parameters were found to be both ferromagnetic and
signicantly reduced in magnitude as compared to Phase I. Magnetic susceptibility
measurements with pressure above 9 GPa identied a drastic reduction of the mag-
netic ordering temperature.
5.1 Raman Scattering Under Hydrostatic
Pressure
In order to search for pressure induced structural changes, the Raman spectra
of CuAs2O4 single-crystals were measured from 0 to 20 GPa at T = 295 K in a
diamond anvil cell. The Raman spectra for various pressures are displayed in Figure
5.1. With the limitations imposed by the diamond anvil cell, only ve denite Raman
modes out of the 26 expected from symmetry considerations could be identied.[67]
At a pressure of 2.67 GPa, the identiable modes were centered at wavenumbers
203.5 cm 1, 290.3 cm 1, 382.3 cm 1, 512.7 cm 1, and 794 cm 1, consistent with
the previously published data for ambient pressure.[67] Up to 9 GPa, the Raman
peaks shift to higher wavenumbers reecting the lattice stiening due to external
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pressure. Above 9 GPa, new peaks and peak splittings appear and continue to grow
as pressure is increased. These features indicate a structural phase transition at & 9
GPa. The Raman spectra of the high pressure phase show an increased number of
peaks compared to the ambient pressure phase, indicating a symmetry reduction of
the crystal structure.
Figure 5.2 displays the Raman shift of the observed peaks versus the pressure
and the unit cell volume, v(P ), as determined from synchrotron x-ray diraction (see
below). It allows for the determination of the average Gruneisen parameters of the
respective modes, i, at the center of the Brillouin zone according to
i =  ln(!i(P ))
ln(v(P ))
   v(0)
!i(0)
!i(P )
v(P )
; (5.1)
where !i(P ) is the frequency for the respective Raman mode, and !i(P ) and v(P )
are the pressure induced changes in the frequency of the mode i and the pressure
induced volume change, respectively. For all Raman modes, a linear relationship
!i(P ) versus v(P ) can be tted to the data. The initial linear slopes are listed
in Table 5.1. A closer inspection of the the Eg modes with resonance frequencies of
275.4 cm 1 and 497.1 cm 1, revealed slight deviations from linearity for pressures
above  7 GPa. The 275.1 cm 1 mode curves slightly downwards whereas the the
497.1 cm 1 bends slightly upwards.
5.2 Synchrotron X-ray Diraction
At ambient pressure (Phase I), CuAs2O4 crystallizes in a tetragonal structure
with space group P42=mbc (no. 135), see Figure 4.3. The system contains Cu
2+ spin-
chains running along the crystallographic c-axis within CuO2 ribbon-chains. The
ribbon-chains are formed from linked basal planes of edge sharing CuO6 octahedra.
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Figure 5.1: CuAs2O4 Raman Spectra Under Hydrostatic Pressure. Raman
spectra of a single-crystal of CuAs2O4 at various external pressures. Addi-
tional peaks appear above 9 GPa indicating the occurrence of a structural
phase transition.
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Figure 5.2: CuAs2O4 Average Gruneisen Parameter. Variation of the Raman
mode positions versus the unit cell volume variation of CuAs2O4 in Phase
I. The solid lines represent linear slopes obtained from least-squares ts
to Eq. (5.1).
Table 5.1: CuAs2O4 Raman Gruneisen parameters. Mode Gruneisen parame-
ters, i, for the ve observed Raman modes obtained from the ts shown
in Figure 5.2. The !i(0) values are the ambient pressure frequencies for
the selected Raman modes.
Symmetry !i(0) (cm
 1) i
Eg 184.0 1.39(1)
Eg 275.4 0.73(1)
Eg 373.5 0.40(1)
Eg 497.1 0.61(1)
B1g 781.6 0.33(1)
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The CuO6 octahedra experience Jahn-Teller distortions and are axially elongated
along the crystallographic diagonals in the a-b plane. The octahedra are composed of
two dierent oxygen sites, four O(2) atoms in the basal planes, and two O(1) atoms
at the apex positions. The Cu-O(1) distances are enlarged by 20% compared to the
Cu-O(2) distances reecting strong Jahn-Teller distortions. The ribbon-chains are
twisted so that each edge of the CuO2 ribbon-chain has the buckled O(2)-O(2)-O(2)
buckling angle of  168.2o, and the two edges have opposite senses of a buckling. The
apex oxygen atoms are exactly centered above and below the Cu atoms such that the
O(1)-Cu-O(1) angle amounts to 180o.
The reduction of the lattice parameters with pressure as determined from the x-
ray diraction data are displayed in Figure 5.3. The lattice compression is prominent
along the a,b-axes and less so along the c-axis. Application of pressure leads to a non-
linear decrease of the distances between the Cu and the apex O(1) atoms. At 9 GPa,
the decrease amounts to  10%. Consequently, the large reduction with pressure of
the Cu-O(1) bond length implies a suppression of the Jahn-Teller elongation. The
Cu-O(2) distances in the basal planes, however, decrease linearly with pressure and
at 9 GPa the reduction amounts to only  1%. Figure 5.4 displays the Cu-O(2)-Cu
angle, relevant for the NN super exchange, and the O(2)-O(2)-O(2) buckling angle.
The Cu-O(2)-Cu angle decreases linearly with pressure and at 9 GPa the decrease
amounts to  2.5 %. The O(2)-O(2)-O(2) buckling angle decreases by  3.5 % at 9
GPa.
The x-ray diraction data evidenced no symmetry change of the crystal structure
up to a pressure of 9.2(2) GPa. At this pressure, a structural phase transition from
single-crystal Phase I ! single-crystal Phase II is observed. Figure 5.5 displays two
single-crystal x-ray diraction frames for Phase I and Phase II with hkl indices of the
Bragg reections given. In Phase II, the structure can be described by the spacegroup
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Figure 5.3: CuAs2O4 Structural Parameters. (a) The lattice parameters of
CuAs2O4 versus pressure in Phase I and Phase II. (b) The bond length
of the Cu atoms to the apex oxygen atoms, Cu-O(1), and to the oxygen
atoms in the equatorial plane (O(2) atoms). In Phase II two dierent
Cu-O(2) distances are found which are labeled by dierent symbols. The
non-linear decrease of the Cu-O(1) distance with increasing pressure is
clearly visible. Data points from Phase I (red) and Phase II (blue) are
shown with the phase transition indicated by a dashed line.
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Figure 5.4: CuAs2O4 Ribbon-Chain Angles. The eect of pressure on the (a) NN
exchange bonding angle, Cu-O(2)-Cu, and (b) the ribbon-chain buckling
angle, O(2)-O(2)-O(2). Data points from Phase I (red) and Phase II
(blue) are shown with the phase transition indicated by a dashed line.
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Figure 5.5: CuAs2O4 Single-Crystal Diraction Pattern. Reciprocal space re-
construction of the 0kl-plane of CuAs2O4 at 9.1 (Phase I, left) and 10.4
GPa (Phase II, right). Above 10.4 GPa, weak additional 0kl reections
with k odd appear.
P421c (no. 114). The number of accessible Raman modes for CuAs2O4 in Phase II
is 52 compared to the 26 Raman modes accessible in Phase I, an increased number
of modes in Phase II was observed. The structural parameters rened from the x-ray
diraction data collected at ambient pressure and 11.5 GPa are summarized in Table
5.2.
The transition from Phase I to Phase II is a translationsgleiche (lattice equivalent)
transition of index 2 according to P42=mbc! t2! P421c, where P421c is a maximal
subgroup of P42=mbc. In Phase II, CuAs2O4 maintains a tetragonal crystal structure
supporting CuO2 ribbon-chains. Compared to Phase I, the structural changes in
Phase II are predominantly found in the distortions of the oxygen octahedra. Figure
5.6 displays a projection of the CuO6 octahedra chains along the [110] direction in
the low and high pressure phases. In Phase II, the four equidistant Cu-O(2) bonds in
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Table 5.2: CuAs2O4 Structural Parameters Under Pressure. Structural pa-
rameters of Phase I (0 GPa) and Phase II (11.5 GPa) of CuAs2O4. The
tabulated parameters for Phase I were rened in spacegroup P42=mbc (no.
135) from the data obtained at ambient pressure with lattice parameters a
= 8.5913(1) A and c = 5.5437(1) A. The tabulated parameters for Phase
II were rened from the data collected at 11.5 GPa assuming the space-
group P421c (no. 114) with lattice parameters a = 7.9945(1) A and c =
5.3491(1) A. The renement agreement factors are Robs = 0.0186, wRobs
= 0.0215 for Phase I and Robs = 0.0207, wRobs = 0.0313 for Phase II.
Atom:Wyck. As:8h Cu:4d O(2):8h O(1):8g
Phase I
Site symm. m.. 2.22 m.. ..2
x/a 0.16082(4) 1/2 0.1222(3) 0.2022(2)
y/b 0.20076(5) 0 0.4014(3) 0.7022(2)
z/c 0 1/4 0 1/4
# # # # #
Atom:Wyck. As:8e Cu:4d O(2):8e O(1):8e
Phase II
Site symm. 1 2.. 1 1
x/a 0.31336(7) 1/2 0.5975(6) 0.2857(7)
y/b 0.33792(8) 0 0.1415(6) 0.1679(7)
z/c 0.2395(1) -0.0279(2) 0.2223(7) 0.0184(7)
the basal plane split into two pairs with a distance dierence of  0.07% at 11.5 GPa.
The O(2)-O(2)-O(2) buckling angle along the ribbon-chains is signicantly altered
and amounts to 158.95o at 11.5 GPa (Figure 5.4). In Phase II, the two As-O(1)
bonds which are of equal length in Phase I are split into two separate bonds diering
by  1 %. Additionally, the apex O(1) atoms shift and they are no longer centered
above and below the central Cu atoms. Consequently, in Phase II the apex oxygen
atoms form zig-zag chains along the c-axis, above and below the CuO4 basal planes
(see Figure 5.6b). At 11.5 GPa, the O(1)-Cu-O(1) angle amounts to  167o (increased
twisting).
As shown in Figure 5.7, there is a signicantly larger decrease in the a- and b-axes
with pressure as compared to the c-axis compression. The most noticeable eect of the
large decrease in the a- and b-axes in Phase I is the substantial reduction of the CuO6
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Figure 5.6: CuO6 Octahedra Chains. Projection of the CuO6 octahedra chains
observed in Phase I (a) and Phase II (b) along [110]. The small (red)
spheres represent O atoms and the larger (cyan) spheres represent Cu
atoms. The deviation from 180o of the O(1)-Cu-O(1) angle formed by
the apex oxygen atoms with the Cu atom can be clearly seen in Phase II.
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axial elongation. Up to  7 GPa, the decrease in the axial elongation with pressure
is the main source of the compression of the base area, a2, of the tetragonal cell, see
Figure 5.7. The relative change in the Cu-O(1) bond length with pressure coincides
with twice the relative change in the lattice parameter a. The Cu-O(1) bond, being
the weakest and most compressible bond in the CuO6 octahedra, is therefore most
signicantly aected by a reduction of the cell volume. In the pressure regime of 0
to 7 GPa the Jahn-Teller elongation is strongly reduced whereas the Cu bonds to the
equatorial O(2) atoms are hardly aected.
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Figure 5.7: CuAs2O4 Pressure Induced Reductions. Plot of the relative changes
of various bond distances compared with the decrease of the lattice pa-
rameters.
As the pressure is further increased above 7 GPa, the cell volume reduction is no
longer controlled by a reduction of the Jahn-Teller elongation. Once this is suciently
minimized, a structural phase transition occurs. The phase transition involves a
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loss of half of the symmetry elements and is most noticeable in the positions of the
apex oxygen atoms O(1) and somewhat less of the oxygen atoms in the basal plane.
In the structure representation Figure 5.8, the displacements of the apex oxygen
atoms is indicated by arrows. All atoms undergo a shift along the tetragonal c-axis
perpendicular to the a-b plane. Additionally, the apex oxygen atoms alternately tilt
away from the tetragonal axis by a movement in the a-b plane. Additionally, the
buckling angle O(2)-O(2)-O(2), which measures the degree of twisting of the ribbon-
chains, reduces continuously with pressure ( 5% at 9 GPa) until the phase transition
is reached, see Figure 5.4b. At the phase transition, a glitch is observed in the buckling
angle and a further reduction is found in Phase II. In contrast to the bucking angle,
the NN bonding angle, Cu-O(2)-Cu, decreasing continuously with pressure and shows
no anomaly at the transition from Phase I to Phase II, see Figure 5.4a.
Figure 5.9 presents the decrease in the unit cell volume with pressure. The inset
shows the c/a ratio of the tetragonal unit cell. With increasing pressure, the c/a
ratio increases and saturates at the phase transition with a value of  0.67. In
order to extract the bulk moduli and their derivatives with respect to pressure, the
experimental pressure/volume relationships were tted to a Vinet equation of state
(EoS).[116] The Vinet EoS can be expressed as
P =
3K0;i(1  x)
x2
exp

3
2
(K 00;i   1)(1  x)

; (5.2)
where x = (Vi(P )=V0;i)
1=3 with the volumes V0;i for the initial pressure taken for
each phase (i = I, II) separately, the bulk moduli K0;i and their derivatives at the
initial pressure, K 00;i. The tted parameters are listed in Table 5.3. In the Phase II
t, K 00;2 was xed to a value of 4.
CuAs2O4 at ambient pressure conditions is isostructural to FeSb2O4 "Schafarzikite".[117]
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Figure 5.8: CuAs2O4 Pressure Induced Atomic Shifts. CuAs2O4 structure at
ambient pressure. Arrows represent the atom displacements initiated by
the transition from Phase I to Phase II.
Table 5.3: CuAs2O4 Vinet Equation of State Fit Parameters. Parameters of
the Vinet equation of state ( Eq. 5.2) tted to the pressure/volume data
of CuAs2O4. The derivative of the bulk moduli with respect to pressure,
K 00;2, was xed to a value of 4 for Phase II.
Phase V0;i (A
3) K0;i (GPa) K
0
0;i
I (< 9 GPa) 409.18(5) 36(2) 8.4(8)
II (> 9 GPa) 351.92(9) 66(1) 4
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Figure 5.9: CuAs2O4 Unit Cell Volume. CuAs2O4 unit cell volume reduction with
increasing external pressure. The inset displays the ratio of the lattice
parameters c/a. The (red) points indicate the lattice parameters in Phase
I (spgr. P42=mbc) and the (blue) points indicate the parameters in Phase
II (spgr. P421c). The (black) solid lines represent the results of the ts
to the Vinet equation of state with parameters listed in Table 5.3.
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In contrast to CuAs2O4, FeSb2O4 undergoes two subsequent structural phase transi-
tions under pressure. From spacegroup P42=mbc, FeSb2O4 transforms to P21=c at 
4 GPa, followed by a transition to P42=m at  7 GPa.[118] In the P42=mbc phase,
the bulk modulus of FeSb2O4 amounts to 49(2) GPa, somewhat larger than what we
nd for CuAs2O4 in Phase I. However, CuAs2O4 was found to follow an anisotropic
compressibility with K 00;1 = 8.4(8) for Phase I. Values K
0
0 > 4 are commonly found for
non-isotropic structures reecting the largely spaced CuO6 chains in the crystal struc-
ture and the lone electron ligand.[67, 118] An analysis of the pressure induced atom
displacements in the high pressure phases of FeSb2O4 reveals very similar movements
of the apex oxygen atoms, also forming a zig-zag chain at high pressure, and slight
movements of the oxygen atoms in the basal plane. Below 43 K FeSb2O4 orders
with a canted antiferromagnet structure and shows a concomitant magnetoelectric
eect.[119{122]
5.3 Evaluation of the Spin-Exchange Constants
The structural changes with pressure in CuAs2O4 aect both the NN and NNN
spin-exchange interactions. The NN exchange angle decreases from 91.5 at ambi-
ent pressure to 88.4 at 11.5 GPa as shown in Figure 5.4. This angle decrease results
from an increased twisting between two adjacent CuO4 square planes, which enhances
the FM component of the Jnn by reducing the overlap between the O 2p orbitals
(from the magnetic orbitals of the Cu2+ sites at the bridging O atoms), see Figure
2.9.[90, 91] In a collaboration with M. Whangbo at North Carolina State University,
the spin-exchange parameters for various pressures were calculated using DFT+Ue
calculations with the structural parameters determined from the x-ray diraction re-
sults. The same method as employed in the previous chapter for the spin-exchange
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parameters of CuAs2O4 at ambient conditions was followed.[67] The calculations in-
cluded the NN intrachain exchange, Jnn, and the NNN intrachain exchange, Jnnn.
The calculated spin-exchange parameters are summarized in Table 5.4 for ambient
pressure and 11.5 GPa.
Table 5.4: CuAs2O4 Phase I & II Spin-Exchange Parameters. Values of Jnn
and Jnnn obtained from the DFT+Ue calculations. The structural param-
eters at ambient pressure (Phase I) and at 11.48 GPa (Phase II), given in
Table 5.2, were used for the calculations. The Curie-Weiss temperatures
obtained using Eq. (4.2) are listed in the rightmost column.
Ue (eV) Jnn (K) Jnnn (K) CW (K)
Phase I
0 174.4 -100.7 36.9
4 154.5 -52.9 50.8
6 134.8 -39.0 47.9
8 108.7 -27.5 40.6
Phase II
0 269.1 112.6 190.9
4 46.5 78.0 62.3
6 24.3 65.2 44.7
8 13.3 49.8 31.6
Figure 5.10 shows the Jnn and Jnnn values (Ue = 8 eV) plotted against pressure.
In Phase I, Jnn (ferromagnetic) increases with pressure by about 40% whereas Jnnn
(antiferromagnetic) remains approximately constant. A jump of both spin-exchange
constants appears across the structural phase transition at  9.2 GPa when the
system transforms into Phase II. In Phase II, Jnn drops to a value of approximately
10 K whereas Jnnn rises to a larger ferromagnetic value. Jnnn reaches  50 K, about
ve times larger than Jnn. We expect the magnetic ordering temperature to decrease
as reected by the drastic drop of Jnn.
 = Jnn/Jnnn is plotted in Figure 5.10 versus pressure. In Phase I, the NNN
exchange is AFM with   -4.1 whereas in Phase II, the NNN interactions are FM
and dominate the NN spin-exchange (also FM), resulting in   0.3. Eectively,
external pressure removes the magnetic frustration from the system and causes the
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NNN interactions to become larger than the NN interactions.
5.4 Magnetic Properties Under Hydrostatic
Pressure
Magnetization measurements as a function of pressure were carried out to gain
insight on how the structural changes and phase transition aect the magnetic prop-
erties of CuAs2O4. Figure 5.11 displays the magnetic ordering temperature, TC, of
CuAs2O4 versus pressure. In Phase I, a stabilization of the FM groundstate is indi-
cated by an increase of TC up to  12 K. This is consistent with the increase of Jnn
with pressure in Phase I predicted by the DFT calculations. In Phase II, TC drops to
a value of  7 K signaling an alteration of the magnetic properties. The large drop of
Jnn predicted by the DFT calculations in Phase II is consistent with the large drop of
the measured ordering temperature. To compare the experimental ndings with the
DFT calculations, the calculate Curie-Weiss temperatures were plotted against the
measured ordering temperatures, Figure 5.11. The Curie-Weiss temperatures were
calculated with Eq. (4.2) including the NN and NNN intrachain interactions. TC
and CW exhibit correlated behaviour across the whole pressure range, irrespective
of the transition from Phase I to Phase II. Consequently, the ratio CW=TC ("frus-
tration ratio")[123] is pressure independent and assumes a value of  5. Although
CuAs2O4 is quasi-one-dimensional and the groundstate ordering is a result of both
intrachain and interchain interactions, the intrachain interactions are the dominant
interactions and are the essential determining factor for the long-range ordering and
the development of the FM groundstate.
Up to the phase transition (P < 9.2 GPa) ferromagnetic ordering is observed.
In Phase II, the magnetic ordering temperature substantially drops, the details of
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Figure 5.10: CuAs2O4 Spin-Exchange Parameters. Summary of the DFT+Ue
calculations depicting how the NN and NNN spin-exchange constants,
Jnn and Jnnn, (Ue = 8 eV) evolve with pressure in Phase I and II.
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Figure 5.11: CuAs2O4 Magnetic Ordering Temperature. Magnetic ordering
temperature of CuAs2O4 versus pressure.
the long-range ordered state in Phase II are dicult to ascertain due to the large
background signal from the diamond anvil cell.
In order to characterize the increase in TC with unit cell volume in Phase I, a
linear relationship to TC(P ) versus v(P ) was tted according to
 =  ln(TC(P ))
ln(v(P ))
   v(0)
TC(0)
TC(P )
v(P )
: (5.3)
From the tted results, best agreement was found with  = 6.18(6).
5.5 Summary
In summary, I have studied the eect of hydrostatic pressure on the structural and
magnetic properties of the quasi-one-dimensional quantum spin-chain ferromagnet,
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CuAs2O4. At ambient pressure, this compound contains CuO2 ribbon-chains with
dominating NN ferromagnetic spin-exchange interactions. The NNN spin-exchange
interactions are antiferromagnetic and smaller than the NN spin-exchange by a factor
of  4.1. Consequently, CuAs2O4 represents a rare example of a quantum spin-
chain system with competing spin-exchange interactions, in proximity to the quantum
critical limit at Jnn/Jnnn= -4, for which a FM groundstate has been realized. Similar
systems with ferromagnetically aligned chains, so far, have been found to order with
an AFM groundstate due to interchain interactions.
With the application of hydrostatic pressure, synchrotron x-ray diraction results
revealed a large suppression of the axial Jahn-Teller elongations of the oxygen oc-
tahedra surrounding the Cu2+ cations. Raman spectroscopy identied a structural
phase transition which led to a new ribbon-chain structure. Magnetic susceptibility
measurements found that the structural phase transition was accompanied by a severe
alteration of the magnetic properties. Before the phase transition, a stabilization of
the FM groundstate was indicated by a continuous increase of the magnetic ordering
temperature. The phase transition induced a notable change of the magnetic prop-
erties which was signaled by a dramatic drop in the ordering temperature. It was
shown that hydrostatic pressure alters  = Jnn/Jnnn from  -4.1 at ambient pressure
to  0.3 at 11.5 GPa, eectively removing the magnetic frustration.
In conclusion, the described investigations demonstrate that it is possible to reach
new magnetic groundstates in ribbon-chain systems through the application of ex-
ternal pressure. Similar investigations could be carried out on other ribbon-chain
compounds and may lead to the realization of unique magnetic groundstates such as
helical ordering and possibly multiferroicity.
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6
Copper Antimonite - CuSb2O4
In this chapter, I will discuss the magnetic and structural properties of the S=1/2
quasi-one-dimensional antiferromagnet CuSb2O4. The motivation to investigate this
compound came from its chemical relation and similar crystal structure to CuAs2O4.
Both compounds belong to the CuM3+2 O4 (M = 3+ metalloid) family with tetrago-
nal crystal structures. Both compounds contain CuO2 ribbon-chains located in the
basal planes of linking CuO6 octahedra. However, the Jahn-Teller elongations of the
octahedra in CuSb2O4 are much weaker than in CuAs2O4 at ambient pressure but sim-
ilar to those found in CuAs2O4 in the high-pressure structure. Similarly to CuAs2O4,
CuSb2O4 exhibits FM-NN and AFM-NNN spin-exchange interactions within the spin-
chains. Despite the large number of similarities, CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4 are magnet-
ically very dierent. CuAs2O4 orders in a FM groundstate with  = Jnn/Jnnn  -4.1,
placing it in the "Ferromagnetic" regime of the phase diagram, Figure 2.7. In the
high-pressure structure (11.5 GPa), CuAs2O4 displays  = 0.3, still placing it in the
"Ferromagnetic" regime. CuSb2O4 orders in an incommensurate AFM groundstate
with  = -1.8 and is located in the "Highly Frustrated" regime, see Figure 2.7.
A reux reaction synthesis procedure for CuSb2O4 was reported in detail by Focke
et al.[124] in 2013. A preliminary investigation of the structural and magnetic prop-
erties of CuSb2O4 was carried out by Atanasova et al. [125] in 2014. The authors
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reported a crystal structure solution, Raman spectroscopy measurements, and found
antiferromagnetic ordering below 1.8 K according to magnetic susceptibility and heat
capacity measurements. In this thesis work, I have conrmed the x-ray diraction
and Raman spectroscopy results and extended the magnetic investigations down to
700 mK for the magnetic susceptibility and 400 mK for the heat capacity. Using
the low-temperature heat capacity and magnetization results, I constructed a (T , H)
magnetic phase diagram. Additionally, I characterized the magnetic structure using
neutron diraction and found indications of ferroelectricity with dielectric capacitance
measurements.
6.1 Sample Characterization
A polycrystalline powder sample of CuSb2O4 had been previously prepared and
gratefully provided by the authors of Ref. [125]. The sample was prepared by re-
acting antimony trioxide with a copper-ammonium complex in a reux synthesis
method.[124, 125] This synthesis procedure involves mixing ammonia solution with
dicopper carbonate dihydroxide (the natural mineral Malachite) and antimony triox-
ide. The mixture was stirred with a reux temperature of 70 C with cooling water
to prevent ammonia from escaping. After 15 hours, the cooling water was removed
and the ammonia was evaporated. CuSb2O4 powder was recovered from the remain-
ing solution by ltration. For further details on the synthesis of CuSb2O4, refer to
references [124, 125].
X-ray diraction measurements with Mo K1 radiation ( = 0.70932 A) were
performed to evaluate the phase purity and crosscheck the crystal structure with
previously published results.[125] Figure 6.1 displays the x-ray diraction pattern
(red data points) along with a single phase Rietveld renement tted using FullProf
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Suite software.[68] The t is represented as a black line, the dierence between the
t and the measured data is shown as a blue line, and the green vertical dashes
indicate the Bragg positions. The prole renement shows that the sample is of
very good quality with only one impurity peak appearing at  25.5 (d = 0.8238
A) and consistent with the previously reported data.[125] The impurity could not be
identied from a single diraction peak but is investigated further with the magnetic
susceptibility measurements.
Figure 6.1: CuSb2O4 X-ray Diraction. A Mo x-ray diraction pattern of a
CuSb2O4 polycrystalline sample (red circles). The single phase Rietveld
t (black line) to the pattern was calculated using FullProf Suite software.
The green vertical dashes represent the Bragg reections used to simulate
the pattern. The dierence between the measured pattern and calculated
t is shown as the blue line.
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Table 6.1: CuSb2O4 Rened Structural Parameters. Rened positional param-
eters of CuSb2O4 from a Rietveld prole renement of x-ray diraction
data. The tabulated parameters for were rened in space group P42bc
(no. 106) with lattice parameters a = 8.7396(3) A and c = 5.7853(3) A.
The agreement indicies were Bragg R-factor = 2.61 and RF-factor = 2.49.
Atom:Wyck. Sb:8c Cu:4b O(2):8c O(1):8c
Site symm. 1 2.. 1 1
x/a 0.1863(2) 0 0.413(1) 0.714(1)
y/b 0.1533(7) 1/2 0.122(1) 0.175(1)
z/c -0.27(2) 0.48(1) -0.227(1) 0.490(1)
6.2 Crystal Structure
CuSb2O4 crystallizes with a tetragonal structure and space group P42bc, see Fig-
ure 6.2.[125] The tted lattice parameters amounted to a = b = 8.7396(3) A and
c = 5.7853(3) A. The Cu2+ ions are positioned on Wycko sites 4b and the Sb3+
ions are located on sites 8c. Both the O(1) (apical oxygen) and O(2) (basal oxygen)
atoms are located on sites 8c. Similar to CuAs2O4, the Cu
2+ ions are centered in O6
octahedra which experience Jahn Teller distortions. These distortions elongate the
Cu-O(1) bonds such that the distances are 2  2.45(1) A and the basal plane Cu-O(2)
distances are 2  1.877(4) A and 2  2.073(4) A. The CuO6 octahedra link together
via opposite edges to form innite chains and give rise to the CuO2 ribbon-chains
within the basal planes. Neighbouring CuO6 chains are nearly orthogonally oriented
and connected via SbO3
3  groups.
CuSb2O4 and CuAs2O4 exhibit very similar crystal structures, the most notice-
able dierence between the them is found in distortions of the O6 octahdra around
the Cu2+ ions. The apical O(1) ions in CuAs2O4 are located exactly above and be-
low the central Cu ion such that the O(1)-Cu-O(1) angle is 180. In the CuSb2O4
structure, the apical O(1) atoms form zig-zag chains above and below the octahedra
basal planes such that the O(1)-Cu-O(1) angle amounts to 172.04. Consequently,
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the crystal structure of CuSb2O4 is more similar to the high-pressure crystal structure
of CuAs2O4 which was found to have a O(1)-Cu-O(1) angle of 167.04
 at 11.5 GPa.
Figure 6.2: CuSb2O4 Crystal Structure. Projection along [001] of the CuSb2O4
crystal structure. The Cu2+ atoms are represented by the green spheres,
the oxygen atoms by red spheres, and the Sb atoms by gray spheres.
6.3 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on a polycrystalline powder
sample of CuSb2O4 at room temperature, Figure 6.3. The pattern is consistent with
the previously published data.[125] A comparison of the Raman peak positions mea-
sured in this work with those calculated and measured by Atanasova et al. [125] is
given in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: CuSb2O4 Raman Diraction. The room temperature Raman spec-
trum of CuSb2O4 collected on a polycrystalline powder is shown as the
black curve. The red curve is the CuAs2O4 with the Raman shift multi-
plied by a factor of 0.82. The blue curve is the unscaled Raman Spectrum
of a CuAs2O4 powder sample for comparison (oset for clarity).
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Table 6.2: CuSb2O4 Raman Active Modes. Comparison of the measured
CuSb2O4 Raman peak positions with those measured and calculated by
Atanasova et al.[125]. The notation n.r. indicates a peak which was not
reported.
Symmetry Calculated [125] Atanasova[125] This Work
(cm 1) (cm 1) (cm 1)
B1 44.3 36 38.3
A1 93.8 n.r. 84.8
E 111.6 110 109.4
B1 121.3 115 114.9
B2 121.7 120 120.5
B1 160.9 161 160.0
B2 161.9 166 165.8
E 186.5 173 172.2
E 207.3 n.r. 190.7
E 218.9 n.r. 224.9
B1 221.6 225 229.0
n.r. n.r. n.r. 254.6
n.r. n.r. n.r. 269.3
E 331.3 322 320.6
B1 358.8 n.r. 369.4
E 436.1 430 429.5
E 470.9 451 448.7
B2 485.6 497 496.1
E 589.8 589 589.6
A1 648.3 650 647.2
E 705.9 709 708.5
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To compare the CuSb2O4 spectra with the CuAs2O4 spectra, additional Raman
spectroscopy measurements were performed on a powder sample on CuAs2O4 at room
temperature. The spectra for both compounds are displayed in Figure 6.3. The
dierence in Raman peak positions between CuSb2O4 and CuAs2O4 can be largely
attributed to the dierence in mass between the Sb ion (mSb  121 u) and the As ion
(mAs  75 u). In the view of a simple harmonic oscillator with the assumption that
the force constants for both compounds are the same, the Raman frequencies below
 400 cm 1 of the two compounds can be related by:
!Sb =
r
mAs
mSb
!As: (6.1)
From this equation, !Sb  0.8!As. For wavenumbers below  400 cm 1, the phonon
densities of states is dominate by contributions from the Cu and As (Sb) vibrations,
see Figure 4.4. The higher wavenumbers are dominated by contributions from the
oxygen ions. As shown in Figure 6.3, the Raman spectrum of CuAs2O4 scaled by
0.82 matches well with the Raman spectrum of CuSb2O4 for wavenumbers below 400
cm 1.
6.4 Spin-Exchange Interactions
DFT+Ue calculations have been performed
1 for the NN and NNN intrachain
spin-exchange parameters of CuSb2O4. The calculations were carried out following
the same method used for CuAs2O4 described in detail above for the three ordered
spin states shown in Figure 6.4. The results of the DFT+Ue calculations along with
the Curie-Weiss temperatures calculated using Eq. 4.2 are displayed in Table 6.3.
1The DFT calculations have been gratefully performed by M. Whangbo and collaborators at
North Carolina State University.
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Table 6.3: CuSb2O4 Spin-Exchange Parameters. Values of the NN and NNN
spin exchange constants, Jnn and Jnnn, respectively, obtained from the
DFT+Ue calculations. The calculated Curie-Weiss temperatures from
the spin-exchange constants are also listed.
Ue (eV) Jnn (K) Jnnn (K) CW (K)
2 156.7 -121.8 17.5
4 140.4 -88.2 26.1
6 117.2 -63.8 26.7
The results reveal that the NN interactions are FM and dominate while the weaker
NNN interactions are AFM, similar to what was found for CuAs2O4. The resulting
spin-exchange parameters imply strong intrachain magnetic frustration. The ratio
of the two spin-exchange interactions (Ue = 6 eV) amounts to  = Jnn/Jnnn  -
1.8. This places CuSb2O4 in the "Highly Frustrated" regime of the magnetic phase
diagram (Figure 2.7).
Figure 6.4: CuSb2O4 Ordered Spin States. The ordered spin states are created
with a 1a  1b  2c supercell. Shaded and unshaded spheres represent
down-spin and up-spin congurations.
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It was observed that  amounts to -4.1 for CuAs2O4 at ambient pressure and  =
0.3 in the high-pressure structure. The large dierence in  values between CuSb2O4
and CuAs2O4, two compounds which contain very similar crystal structures, can be
largely attributed to the dierence in the Cu-O(2)-Cu super-exchange bonding angles.
As shown in Figure 2.9, the NN spin-exchange interactions (and ) are highly sensitive
to the super-exchange angle, minute corrugations in the CuO2 ribbon-chains due to
three-dimensional bonding or structural distortions appear to have a large eect on
Jnn. CuAs2O4 exhibits a Cu-O(2)-Cu super-exchange of  91 ( 88.5 at 11.5 GPa)
while CuSb2O4 displays a super-exchange angle of  94.3. The transition between
the FM regime and the Highly Frustrated regime of the groundstate phase diagram
appears to occur at an angle of  91.5, see Figure 2.9.
CuSb2O4 exhibits long-range magnetic order below TN  1.8 K. The magnetic
ordering temperature allows for an estimation of the order of magnitude of the in-
terchain interactions. For an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-chain system, the
interchain interactions can be estimated with the following equation[99, 100]:
Jinter  TN
2

ln(5:8 Jnn=TN)
 1=2
(6.2)
Using Jnn = 117 K and TN = 1.8 K, the interchain spin-exchange interactions in
CuSb2O4 were estimated to be  7 K, two orders of magnitude smaller than Jnn.
6.5 Magnetic Susceptibility and Magnetization
The magnetic susceptibility of CuSb2O4 was measured for a temperature range of
0.7 K to 375 K in a magnetic eld of 0.01 T. To reach temperatures below 1.8 K, a
home-built 3He cooling system was used with the MPMS.[80]
The low temperature susceptibility, T < 1:6 K, was dominated by a "Curie tail",
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a paramagnetic increase in the susceptibility due to small paramagnetic impurities
in the sample (mentioned in the x-ray diraction results). By tting a Curie-Weiss
law to the low temperature susceptibility, the "Curie tail" could be removed from the
total susceptibility. The impurity susceptibility, imp(T ), was tted using:
imp(T ) = P  C
T
(6.3)
Where C = 0.375153 Kcm3/mol for S = 1/2 entities with a g-factor of 2 and P is
the prefactor which amounts to the percentage of impurity in the total sample. The
best t was achieved with P = 0.6(1)% indicating that the paramagnetic impurity
amounts to less than 1% of the sample. At  1 K, a kink is seen in the magnetic
susceptibility data which is also attributed to the small amount of impurity since no
anomaly is seen in the heat capacity or neutron diraction data near this temperature
(see below).
Figure 6.5 displays the CuSb2O4 magnetic susceptibility curve below 12 K with
the Curie-tail subtracted. A broad maximum is seen at  7 K attributed to an-
tiferromagnetic short-range correlations. The onset of long-range antiferromagnetic
ordering occurs at TN  1.8 K indicated by a dashed line in Figure 6.5. The high
temperature (T > 150K) data was tted to a Curie-Weiss law as described in Eq.
(4.4). The best t was achieved with a g-factor of
g = 2:10(1);
a Curie-Weiss temperature of
CW = +26:3(2)K;
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Figure 6.5: CuSb2O4 Magnetic Susceptibility. Field cooled (FC) and zero-eld
cooled (ZFC) magnetic susceptibility curves of CuSb2O4 measured on a
polycrystalline powder sample with a magnetic eld of 0.01 T. The dashed
line represents the ordering temperature of CuSb2O4. The inset shows the
inverse susceptibility tted with an inverse Curie-Weiss function.
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and a temperature independent oset of
0 = 25:2(1) 10 6cm3=mol:
The tted g-factor agrees well with the measured value from the EPR results (see
below) and is also similar to the g-factor found for CuAs2O4. The positive Curie-
Weiss temperature value indicates dominate FM spin-exchange interactions consistent
with the DFT calculations. The value of the Curie-Weiss temperature is close to the
calculated value from the DFT calculations given in Table 6.3.
The diamagnetic temperature independent contribution, Dia, was estimated to
be -93  10 6 cm3/mol from the tabulated values of individual ions.[103] The total
temperature independent contribution to the magnetic susceptibility was determined
to be 0 = Dia+VV  25  10 6 cm3/mol. This indicates a van Vleck susceptibility
of  118 10 6 cm3/mol, in the expected range for a Cu2+ system.[31, 104, 105] Refer
to Appendix A for more details.
In a collaboration with J. M. Law from the Dresden Hochfeld-Magnetlabor (Dres-
den, Germany), pulsed high-eld magnetization measurements were performed on
CuSb2O4 up to 60 T. Figure 6.6 displays the magnetization measurements for vari-
ous temperatures between 1.5 K and 5 K. The inset displays the rst derivative of
the magnetization with applied eld. Magnetic saturation for CuSb2O4 was observed
at  14 T. Additionally, indications of a spin-op transition can be seen at  5 T
(investigated further in a following chapter). The dotted red line in Figure 6.6 is a
calculated magnetization curve reported in Ref. [126] for a S=1/2 Heisenberg AFM
chain with NN and NNN spin-exchange interactions and  = -2. Best agreement with
the experimental data was found with Jnnn = -20.5 K. This value is somewhat lower
than what was found from DFT calculations, however, it has been found for similar
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Figure 6.6: CuSb2O4 High-Field Magnetization. The magnetization curve of
CuSb2O4 measured on a polycrystalline sample with pulsed magnetic
elds at various temperatures as indicated. The onset of magnetic satu-
ration can be seen at  14 T. The calculated magnetization for an AFM
Heisenberg chain with Jnnn = -20.5 K and  = -2 is represented as the
dotted line. The inset shows the magnetic eld derivative of the magne-
tization.
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ribbon-chain systems that DFT calculations produce the correct  = Jnn/Jnnn values
but overestimate the absolute spin-exchange parameters.[31, 64]
6.6 Heat Capacity
Heat capacity measurements were performed on a powder sample of CuSb2O4
versus temperature and magnetic eld. The heat capacity data for 0, 3, 6, and 9 T
are shown in Figure 6.7. In zero-eld, a -shaped anomaly is clearly visible at
TN = 1:81 0:1K;
in agreement with what was found in the magnetic susceptibility. With the application
of a magnetic eld, the anomaly broadens and shifts in temperature. The peak
position of the anomaly diers for various elds indicating multiple magnetic phases,
a detailed magnetic phase diagram for CuSb2O4 is described below. Note that no
anomaly is seen at  1 K, as was seen in the magnetic susceptibility, supporting that
the 1 K transition is due to the small amount of impurities.
6.7 Neutron Diraction
Elastic neutron powder diractions experiments were carried out on the D20
beamline at the Insititute Laue-Langevin (Grenoble, France). Diraction patterns
were collected with a wavelength of  = 2.41 A at temperatures above and below TN.
In the magnetically ordered phase, weak magnetic Bragg reections were detected at
the low angular parts of the diraction patterns. A comparison of two diraction
patterns collected at 432 mK and 3 K is shown in Figure 6.8. Additional magnetic
scattering below 2  60 can be seen and is indicated by arrows in Figure 6.8. Due
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Figure 6.7: CuSb2O4 Heat Capacity. The heat capacity of a polycrystalline pow-
der of CuSb2O4 versus temperature and magnetic eld.
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to the relatively weak magnetic moment of Cu2+ ( . 1 B), the intensity of the
magnetic Bragg reections (/ 2) was small. To obtain a pattern of only magnetic
Bragg reections of the long range ordered state, the nuclear reections were removed
by subtracting the 3 K pattern from the 423 mK pattern. The resulting magnetic
diraction pattern is shown in Figure 6.9.
(0,0,0) ± τ
(2,0,0) ± τ
(2,2,0) ± τ
Figure 6.8: CuSb2O4 Neutron Diraction. Two neutron diraction patterns of
CuSb2O4 taken at 432 mK (blue data points) and 3 K (red data points).
Additional weak magnetic Bragg reections are visible and indicated by
black arrows.
A Rietveld prole renement was used to analysis the magnetic diraction pattern
using FullProf Suite software.[68] A nuclear structure prole renement was performed
on the 3 K diraction pattern to obtain accurate nuclear, prole, and scale parameters
which were used for the subsequent renement of the magnetic diraction pattern. A
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Figure 6.9: CuSb2O4 Magnetic Diraction Pattern. Neutron diraction pattern
of the magnetic Bragg reections of CuSb2O4 at 432 mK. The pattern was
obtained by taking the dierence between diraction patterns at 432 mK
(below TN) and 3 K (above TN). The experimental data (red circles) are
plotted with a prole renement (black line) and Bragg reections used
in the simulation (green bars). The dierence between the simulated and
measured data is shown as the blue line.
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prole renement of the magnetic diraction pattern provided the propagation vector
and magnetic structure. The renement converged to a magnetic moment at 432 mK
of  = 0.52(1) B. All magnetic Bragg reections at 432 mK could be indexed with
an incommensurate propagation vector
 =
 
0; 0; 0:3962(1)

:
This indicates an incommensurate AFM ordering with the moments oriented in a
helicoidal spiral along the c-axis direction (along the spin-chains), see Figure 6.10.
The magnetic unit cell is approximately 2.5 times the length of the nuclear cell in the
c-axis direction.
The most intensive magnetic Bragg reection is centered at 2  10, indexed as
(0,0,0)   . In order to obtain the temperature dependence of this magnetic Bragg
reection, a series of diraction patterns between 432 mK and 2 K were collected. The
dierence between the series of collected patterns below 2 K and the 3 K pattern was
tted and the integrated intensities are plotted versus temperature in Figure 6.11.
The temperature dependence of the integrated intensities were tted to a critical
power law according to:
I(T ) = I0(1  T=TN)2; (6.4)
where I0 is the T = 0 K intensity and  is the magnetization critical exponent. The
t converges to a magnetic ordering temperature TN = 1.95(2) and a critical exponent
 = 0.33. The tted ordering temperature is slightly higher than that found in the
magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity data. The tted critical exponent  for the
magnetization is consistent with values for the 3d-Heisenberg standard universality
class.
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c
b
a
Figure 6.10: CuSb2O4 Magnetic Structure. The magnetic structure of CuSb2O4
at 432 mK. An incommensurate AFM helicoidal ordering is seen along
the c-axis direction within the spin-chains.
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Figure 6.11: CuSb2O4 Critical Power Law. The temperature dependence of the
integrated intensity of the magnetic Bragg reection at 2  10 (d 
13.8 A). The solid red line represents a t to a critical power law.
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6.8 Magnetic Phase Diagram of CuSb2O4
CuSb2O4 exhibits multiple magnetic groundstates which depend on temperature
and magnetic eld. The (T , H) transition points from magnetization and heat capac-
ity measurements were used to construct a magnetic phase diagram, shown in Figure
6.12. Magnetization eld scans, heat capacity eld scans and heat capacity temper-
ature scans were performed to map the boundaries between the magnetic phases.
Proposed boundary lines are also shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: CuSb2O4 Phase Diagram. The (T , H) magnetic phase diagram of
CuSb2O4. The black lines represent proposed phase boundary lines. The
phase diagram is characterized by three order states (AFM I, AFM II,
AFM III) and a paramagnetic state (PM).
CuSb2O4 is characterized by three ordered magnetic phases. The low temperature,
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low eld phase labeled "AFM I" is the incommensurate AFM ordering which has been
characterized by the neutron diraction results. CuSb2O4 transitions to the phase
"AFM II" with the application of a magnetic eld. The transition from Phase AFM
I to AFM II is a spin-op transition which is characterized by a reorientation of the
magnetic moments. To obtain exact details of the AFM II state further neutron
diraction measurements with magnetic elds above 6 T are required. The pulsed
high-eld magnetization data indicated that magnetic saturation occurs at  14 T
which would correspond to the upper boundary of AFM II (not shown in Figure 6.12).
The third phase, "AFM III", is a relatively small ordered phase which resides
between the two AFM phases. The details of this third phase are currently unknown,
further measurements to characterize the ordering are required. In the paramagnetic
"PM" phase, a spin-op transition is still visible with the magnetization measure-
ments (red squares) for T < 2 K due to short-range correlations.
6.9 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
EPR measurements were performed on a powder sample of CuSb2O4 in order to
obtain the average g-factor and the temperature dependence of the g-factor. The
g-factor obtained from EPR measurements can provide insight on the Cu2+ environ-
ment and its magnetic properties. The EPR spectra were measured with a 9.48 GHz
microwave frequency in a temperature range of 4 K to 300 K. The spectra were tted
using a eld derivative Lorentzian absorption resonance line, Eq. (3.16). Figure 6.13
displays the g-factor as a function of temperature. The g-factor increases linearly
until  70 K at which point it reaches its maximum. The temperature position of
the maximum corresponds approximately to the value of the NNN exchange constant
Jnnn marked by the dashed line in Figure 6.13. This may be an indication of magne-
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tostriction eects in the short-range ordered phase. The high temperature (T > 100
K) average g-factor amounts to
g = 2:104(1) (6.5)
This high temperature averaged g-factor agrees with the expected value for a Cu2+
ion in an elongated octahedral environment.[101] Within error bars, the averaged g-
factor for CuSb2O4 matches the value found for CuAs2O4. The measured g-factor
indicates an eective magnetic moment of e = 1.82 B.
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Figure 6.13: CuSb2O4 g-factor. The temperature dependence of the g-factor mea-
sured with EPR. The dashed line indicates the NNN exchange constant.
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6.10 Dielectric Capacitance Spectroscopy
Dielectric capacitance measurements on CuSb2O4 were utilized for the charac-
terization of the dielectric properties. CuSb2O4 powder was measured in a powder
capacitance cell which compacts the sample powder between two metal plates to form
the dielectric of a two-plate capacitor. The measurement was carried out in a 4He
cryostat with a temperature range of 1.3 K to 300 K and a maximum magnetic eld
of 6 T. Figure 6.14 displays the temperature dependent dielectric constant. The di-
electric value appears to be minimally eected by magnetic eld and frequency (not
shown here). At the ordering temperature TN  1.8, a sharp increase in the dielectric
constant is seen indicating a ferroelectric transition. Due to the limitations of the
cryostat, only a minimum temperature of  1.3 K could be reached. For a conclu-
sive characterization of the dielectric properties, measurements to lower temperatures
requiring a 3He insert are required.
Other spin-chain compounds which fall in the Highly Frustrated regime of the
magnetic phase diagram have been found to exhibit ferroelectricity in the long-range
ordered state, see Figure 2.9. The ferroelectric ordering is induced through a magne-
tostriction eect which causes a tiny structural distortion.[38] The structural distor-
tion leads to a shift of the oxygen electron densities in the ribbon-chains resulting in
a net polarization perpendicular across the ribbon-chains.
6.11 Conclusion
CuSb2O4 represents a rare example of a quantum spin-chain system with compet-
ing intrachain interactions. Structurally, CuSb2O4 is very similar to CuAs2O4. The
crystal structure is characterized by edge sharing CuO6 octahedra which give rise
to CuO2 ribbon-chains in their basal planes. The ribbon-chains exhibit competing
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Figure 6.14: CuSb2O4 Dielectric Constant. Dielectric capacitance results mea-
sured at 0 and 6 T in a capacitance powder cell. Indications of ferro-
electricity are seen below  1.5 K.
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FM-NN and AFM-NNN spin-exchange interactions with  = Jnn/Jnnn  -1.8. This
places CuSb2O4 in the "Highly Frustrated" regime of the groundstate phase diagram
(Figure 2.7). Other spin-chain systems located in this regime, such as NaCu2O2,
LiCu2O2, LiCuVO4, and PbCu(SO)4(OH)2, also display helicoidal ordering. Of these
compounds, LiCuVO4 and LiCu2O2 have been found to also exhibit ferroelectricity
in the magnetically ordered state. In this study, I have shown that CuSb2O4 displays
helicoidal ordering which may be accompanied with ferroelectric order.
Low temperature magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity measurements showed
that CuSb2O4 magnetically orders below  1.8 K. EPR measurements and a Curie-
Weiss t to the magnetic susceptibility indicated an average g-factor of g  2.10 and
a positive Curie-Weiss temperature reecting the dominant FM-NN interactions. In-
elastic neutron diraction experiments revealed that the magnetic groundstate was
incommensurate with helicoidal ordering. A three-ordered-phase diagram was com-
plied using temperature and magnetic eld scans in magnetization and heat capacity
measurements. Indications of ferroelectricity in the magnetically ordered state were
seen in the dielectric capacitance data. Further measurements of the dielectric capac-
itance down to lower temperatures are required to conrm the ferroelectric ordering.
Elastic neutron diraction experiments at magnetic elds above 6 T and temperatures
below 1.7 K are necessary to characterize the high-eld magnetic ordering phases.
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7
Conclusions
In this thesis, I have reported experimental investigations on the structural and
magnetic properties of two quasi-one-dimensional quantum spin-chain materials. The
two compounds which have been studied are Copper arsenite CuAs2O4 and Copper
antimonite CuSb2O4. CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4 crystallize with very similar tetragonal
crystal structures. Both compounds support Cu2+ spin-chains within CuO2 ribbon-
chains which are formed in the linked basal planes of edge sharing CuO6 octahedra.
Such ribbon-chain systems have been intensively investigated in the last decade be-
cause they may magnetically order with unconventional groundstates. The CuO6 oc-
tahedra that harbor the ribbon-chains experience Jahn-Teller distortions which elon-
gate the bonds between the central Cu ion and the two apical oxygens. Neighbouring
CuO2 ribbon-chains are largely separated and connected via MO3
3  groups (M =
As3+, Sb3+) leading to quasi-one-dimensional magnetic behaviour. The Cu2+ ion
has a 3d9 electronic conguration with S=1/2. CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4 both exhibit
strong magnetic frustration along the spin-chains arising from competing ferromag-
netic nearest-neighbour and antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbour spin-exchange
interactions. Despite the large number of similarities between CuAs2O4 and CuSb2O4,
they give rise to very dierent magnetic properties. I present structural and magnetic
characterizations with experimental results from x-ray diraction, magnetic suscepti-
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bility, heat capacity, neutron diraction, Raman spectroscopy, electron paramagnetic
resonance, and dielectric measurements. Additionally, I use hydrostatic pressure to
further investigate a relationship between the structural and magnetic properties.
CuAs2O4 is characterized by ferromagnetic nearest-neighbour and antiferromag-
netic next-nearest-neighbour spin-exchange interactions. The nearest-neighbour in-
teractions are stronger by a factor of  -4.1. CuAs2O4 exhibits long-range magnetic
ordering below TC  7.4 K with a ferromagnetic groundstate. An extensive mag-
netic analysis was carried out which included magnetic susceptibility measurements
with a comparison to theory, directional single-crystal magnetization measurements,
and Arrott-Noakes analysis. The magnetic contribution to the heat capacity was esti-
mated by tting and subtracting the lattice contribution. Additional characterization
measurements including electron paramagnetic resonance, Raman spectroscopy, and
x-ray diraction were carried out.
In order to establish a relationship between the structural and magnetic proper-
ties of CuAs2O4, an investigation using hydrostatic pressure was performed. Raman
spectroscopy measurements with a diamond anvil cell revealed a structural phase
transition at  9 GPa. The high-pressure phase of CuAs2O4 maintained a tetrago-
nal crystal structure still supporting CuO2 ribbon-chains, however with a symmetry
reduction. The structural changes in the high-pressure phase were predominantly
found in the distortions of the CuO6 octahedra. Using single-crystal synchrotron
x-ray diraction experiments, it was observed that hydrostatic pressure suppresses
the Jahn-Teller elongations in the CuO6 octahedra. Additionally, it was found that
hydrostatic pressure alters the Cu-O-Cu bonding angle along the ribbon-chains rele-
vant for the nearest-neighbour super-exchange. The induced structural changes were
followed with pressure and the results were used to calculate the intrachain spin-
exchange interactions. Magnetization measurements under hydrostatic pressure were
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carried out and found to exhibit correlated behaviour with the calculations. In the
high-pressure phase, a severe alteration in the magnetic properties was observed with
a removal of the magnetic frustration. Both the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbour
interactions are ferromagnetic in the high-pressure with the next-nearest-neighbour
interactions strongest by a factor of Jnn/Jnnn  0.3.
CuSb2O4 features ferromagnetic nearest-neighbour and antiferromagnetic next-
nearest-neighbour interactions with Jnn/Jnnn  -1.8. CuSb2O4 shows long-range an-
tiferromagnetic order below TN  1.8 K with an unconventional groundstate. Using
neutron diractions measurements, it was found that CuSb2O4 orders with an incom-
mensurate helicoidal magnetic structure in the antiferromagnetic state. Furthermore,
indications of ferroelectricity were observed using dielectric capacitance measurements
in the magnetically ordered state. A detailed (H, T ) magnetic phase diagram was
constructed using 3He heat capacity and magnetization measurements. Magnetic
saturation was found at  14 T with pulsed high-eld magnetization experiments
and compared to theory. The complex magnetic behaviour in CuSb2O4 arises from
the frustration of the competing intrachain spin-exchange interactions. Additional
characterizations included x-ray diraction, Raman spectroscopy, and electron para-
magnetic resonance measurements.
The next steps in the investigation of CuAs2O4 would be a detailed character-
ization of the magnetic structure below  7.4 K at ambient pressure. This would
require neutron diraction measurements on a large enough sample. A second future
step would be a denitive characterization of the high-pressure magnetic properties.
This could be accomplished with magnetic susceptibility measurements for pressures
above 10 GPa, which would require modications to the current diamond anvil cell,
or neutron diraction experiments above 10 GPa. Future work for the investigation
of CuSb2O4 would include dielectric capacitance measurements in a
3He cryostat to
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fully characterize the ferroelectric transition. Furthermore, a characterization of the
magnetic properties for the remaining two unsolved high-eld phases in the mag-
netic phase diagram could be determined with low-temperature neutron diraction
experiments.
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A
Temperature Independent Magnetic Contributions
The high temperature paramagnetic range of a magnetic susceptibility can be
tted to a Curie-Weiss Law,
(T ) =
NA
3kB
g2S(S + 1)B
2
T   CW + 0: (A.1)
Where NA is Avogadro's number, kB is the Boltzmann constant, g is the g-factor, S is
the spin, B is the Bohr magneton and CW is the Curie-Weiss temperature. 0 is the
temperature independent oset of the susceptibility from Van Vleck paramagnetic
and diamagnetic contributions.[41, 52]
0 =
2N
V
X
i
j h0jB(L^+ gS^) jii j2
E0   Ei  
Ne20
6V me
ZoX
j=1


rj
2

: (A.2)
Because the diamagnetic and van Vleck contributions are temperature independent,
they become noticeable at high temperatures as the Curie-Weiss-type magnetic sus-
ceptibility becomes small. If 0 is not properly accounted for a Curie-Weiss t will
yield incorrect values for the g-factor and Curie-Weiss temperature.
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A.1 Diamagnetism
Diamagnetism is present in all materials to some extent, it is an induced magnetism
which opposes any applied magnetic eld. For a classical understanding of this eect,
it is analogues to Lenz's law with an electron orbital viewed as a current loop. In
this view, an applied magnetic eld will change the frequency of the electrons orbit
to induce an opposing magnetic eld. However, diamagnetism is actually a quantum
mechanical eect which can be described using rst-order perturbation theory of the
electron orbitals from the expression:[41]
dia =  Ne
20
6V me
ZoX
j=1


rj
2

: (A.3)
This gives the diamagnetic contribution to the susceptibility from N magnetic ions
with Zo electrons in the outer shell of radius rj. For simplicity one can approximate
all electrons in the outer shell to have the same orbital radius so that
ZoP
j=1
hrj2i  r2Zo.
An approximation of the diamagnetic contribution can be calculated using the
tabulated values for individual ions from Selwood.[103] For a magnetic cuprate, dia
is typically around -100 10 6 cm3
mol
.
A.2 Van Vleck Paramagnetism
Van Vleck paramagnetism occurs in materials with open electron shells due to a
mixing of the magnetic ground state with excited states. A correction to the ground
state energy, E0, can be described using second order perturbation theory,[41]
E(2) =
X
i
j h0jB(L^+ gS^)  ~B jii j2
E0   Ei : (A.4)
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The correction to the magnetic susceptibility can then be calculated by  = @
2E(2)
@B2
.
Consider a magnetic Cu2+ ion centered in an O6 octahedral environment. From
the crystal eld splitting, the eg doublet and t2g triplet will be split by E with the
doublet being the open orbital in the ground state. Van Vleck paramagnetism will
come about from a small amount of mixing of the spin-hole with the t2g orbitals.
Typical values for the van Vleck contributions in cuprates are in the range of 90
to 130 10 6 cm3
mol
.[31] For most cuprate systems, the diamagnetic and van Vleck
contributions almost cancel each other out, resulting in 0  1010 6 cm3mol .
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